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North East Diary

Centre Allocates Fund for Roads in North-East

The Centre has announced a fund of Rs. 122.30 crore for revival/development of roads in the north-eastern states under the Non-Lapsable Central Pool of Resources (NLCPR) for the development of the road network in the north-eastern region. The scheme named Financing and Development of Infrastructure Projects in North Eastern Region (FINDING) will be implemented in the north-eastern states for the development of major and regional roads in the region.

Development Roadmap

portal for Participatory Governance

A new initiative towards participatory governance has been launched recently. Called MyGov, the portal aims at giving citizens an opportunity to discuss all aspects of the action plans to be managed by the National Information Centre of the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DoIT). It has been divided into various grids like Child Welfare, GST, Schemes related to education, etc. People can make suggestions and feedback on different issues.

Protection of Cow Breeds

A National mission to enhance productivity and conservation of indigenous cattle breeds has been launched recently. The National Cattle Mission, launched with an allocation of Rs. 500 crore, proposes to conserve 37 indigenous cattle breeds, including the Tamil Nadu Murrah, Kutch, Malwa, Kutch, and Haryanvi breeds. The mission would be implemented through a network of 101 clusters across the country, each focusing on the conservation and development of one or more breeds. The clusters would be led by experts from the Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying. The mission would work on improving the genetic potential of the breeds, increasing their productivity, and enhancing their market value.

North East to Get Priority

The Centre will give special status to the north-eastern states under the North-Eastern Development Council (NEDC) for some key infrastructure projects. The Centre will allocate funds to these states for the development of infrastructure projects, including roads and bridges. The Centre will also give priority to the development of agriculture and education in these states. The Centre will also implement the National Food Security Mission and the National Urban Poverty Alleviation Programme in these states.

The identified projects include the development of major connectivity projects such as the East-West Corridor, a network of highways and roads, and the Bogibeel Bridge. The identified projects will focus on improving connectivity and reducing the cost of transportation in the north-eastern states. The projects will be implemented in phases, with the first phase being completed by the end of the year.

The Centre will also give priority to the development of education and health care in these states. The Centre will allocate funds to the states for the development of schools, hospitals, and health care centers. The Centre will also implement the National Rural Health Mission and the National Health Mission in these states.

The identified projects will focus on improving the quality of education and health care in the north-eastern states. The projects will be implemented in phases, with the first phase being completed by the end of the year.

The Centre will also give priority to the development of agriculture in these states. The Centre will allocate funds to the states for the development of agriculture infrastructure, including irrigation networks and storage facilities. The Centre will also implement the National Food Security Mission and the National Urban Poverty Alleviation Programme in these states.

The identified projects will focus on improving the productivity and quality of agriculture in the north-eastern states. The projects will be implemented in phases, with the first phase being completed by the end of the year.

The Centre will also give priority to the development of tourism in these states. The Centre will allocate funds to the states for the development of tourism infrastructure, including roads and bridges. The Centre will also implement the National Rural Tourism Project and the National Urban Tourism Project in these states.

The identified projects will focus on improving the connectivity and quality of tourism infrastructure in the north-eastern states. The projects will be implemented in phases, with the first phase being completed by the end of the year.
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Imagine yourself walking through the neatly aligned streets of Kalibangan, the historic city of the Harappan civilisation on the banks of Ghaggar river. You are impressed by the cleanliness, well laid out drainage system and the bustling civic and commercial life of the city. The town planning of this pre-historic city never fails to amaze the observer. Fast forward a couple of thousand years in time to Kashi on the banks of holy Ganga and Shahjahanabad overlooking the majestic Yamuna. Still closer in time the Silicon valley of New York, World Financial Centre of Shanghai or the Cybertcity of India- Bengaluru inspire a sense of awe and admiration. Indeed, cities have always marked the pinnacle of the material achievement of the human civilisation. Unfortunately, they also hide in their womb the maladies of the unequal access, segregation, filth and squalor, alienation and dispossession which are typical of a modern urban habitat. In the shadow of a skyscraper lurks the slum. Behind the glitzy exteriors of a modern office cum commercial complex in a city, lies the open footpath which magically transforms into a large community bedroom in the night. Its poor occupants brave heat and cold, rain and fog and sleep with a prayer on their lips lest they become a news item in the morning newspaper for being run over by a luxury car. The Maximum City is not just Mumbai, it is a metaphor for all modern cities that embody an outlet for maximum aspiration and opportunity and yet a site of struggle for water, air, space, intimacy.....

There can be no dispute that urbanization is the future. History of economic development in the world shows that growth of cities is not just natural and unavoidable, but it is desirable too. Urbanization creates efficiencies by compressing spaces and bringing together the productive forces which helps in the growth process. However, careful planning is required if the cities have to become centres of productive enterprise, hub of creativity and spaces of shared abundance. Planning does not necessarily have to be an external imposition. In fact, exploring the possibilities of the organic growth of a city and integrating it with the vision of a modern urban habitat could provide us the blueprint for cities of the future.

The energy guzzling, all glass, multi-storey buildings that define our cities today are the outcome of a flawed model of urbanization. Increasingly, town planners have been looking at the old cities which have survived centuries and thrive even today. They have started to delve into the dynamics of the organically growing cities to understand how they provide shelter, employment, warmth and intimacy to the people without leaving a dark and deep environmental footprint. Beyond economic prosperity, it is the number of suicides, murders, accidents, violent crimes, incidents of road rage, respiratory and heart diseases, uncared elderly population, homeless and pavement dweller, even divorces and disoriented families which should be the touchstone for judging the success or otherwise of a well planned city.

Whether it is the ‘green-field’ cities or the lived, organic cities, there is a growing realisation among urban planners to involve the vast majority of the silent and marginalised population of the city who constitute its core in the process of plan formulation and implementation. The informal sector constitutes close to 75 percent of the total workforce in the cities. Ignoring this large and numerically dominant section and their ‘lived reality’ will mean the failure of any planning that we might do for our future cities. We need to recognize that each slum cluster that springs up on the periphery of a planned, gated enclave in a city actually subsidises the cosy living of the elite and well-off by providing a cheap source of labour for all kinds of work from maids to plumbers and electricians to private security guards. Each city has another city permeating its interstices, breathing heavy in suffocation, deprivation and inequity. This Tale of Two Cities is ugly and must change. The worst of times must give way to best of times before it is too late. Sooner the better.
The importance of cities and urban centres has been growing in India’s economic development during the post-liberalization phase. For example, the contribution of urban areas to India’s GDP has increased from 29 per cent in 1950-51 to 47 per cent in 1980-81, to 62 to 63 per cent by 2007, and is expected to increase to 75 per cent by 2021 (Planning Commission 2008: 394). It is also being emphasized that 9 to 10 per cent of growth in GDP depends fundamentally on making Indian cities more livable and inclusive (Planning Commission, Govt. of India 2008: 394).

One of the important features of urbanization influencing politics and policies is that it undermines old forms of political mobilization based on caste and religious identities and favors local issues to be resolved through right-based approach to development. Therefore, a new form of empowerment of the people is emerging with specific entitlement ensured to them through legislation. The new policy changes and the strategies of governance are essentially urban in nature. The increasing rural and urban divide is also unable to sustain primordial identities as rural folks are equally concerned about access to economic and social resources and hold government responsible for their fate.

One of the startling facts of India’s urban history is that most of the cities and towns have grown on their own. Policy and programmes to some extent affected the big urban centres, but the small cities and towns and non-metropolitan areas have largely been remained unaffected by urban policy and programmes (Shaw 1996: 224). This paper critically presents a synoptic view of urban policy, planning and programmes and suggests a way forward.

Urban Programmes and Planning in Five Year Plans

During the first two Five Year Plan periods, various institutions and organizations were created and set up. For example, the Government set up the Town and Country Planning Organization, the National Building Organisation and Delhi Development Authority during this period. Effort has been made to prepare Delhi Master Plan which served as a model for city planning in other states (Shaw 1996: 225). During this period, states were advised for the enactment of town and country planning legislation to enable the drawing up of master plans for the closer regulation of urban land (Ramachandran 1989: 570).

The Third Five Year Plan (1961-66) was a turning point in India’s history of urban development and planning. It
recognized the importance of cities and towns in balanced regional development and advised that urban planning adopt a regional approach. It emphasized the need for urban land regulation, checking of urban land prices and also preparation of master plan for the big cities. It made clear that the preparation of master plan is the responsibility of state and local governments. It also underscored the need that as far as possible, new industries should be established away from large and congested cities, and the municipal administration needs to be strengthened (http://planningcommission.gov.in/plans/ planrel/fiveyr/index6.htm). During this period, majority of the states introduced town planning legislation modeled on the pattern of British town planning designs and practices. In fact, Third Plan can be regarded as a critical one for urban policy making in the country (Shaw 1996; 226). The Fourth Five Year Plan (1969-74) continued to emphasize the regional and urban development initiatives in the Third Plan, and development plans for 72 urban centres were undertaken. Regional studies in respect of metropolitan regions around Delhi, Greater Bombay and Calcutta were initiated. (http:// planningcommission.nic.in/plans/ planrel/fiveyr/4th/4planch19.html).

The development of new state capitals like Chandigarh, Gandhinagar, Bhopal and Bhubaneswar were speeded up through special grants by the central government. It also stressed on improving urban legislations and advised state governments to review statutes hindering urban development. The Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act 1976 was passed during Fifth Five Year Plan period. It also advised the state governments to create metropolitan planning regions to take care of the growing areas outside administrative city limits. In a very significant development during this plan period, the Government of Maharashtra passed the Mumbai Metropolitan Development Act in 1974 and the Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA) was established in accordance on 26th January, 1975. Also during this period, Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO) was established to fund projects of the urban local bodies, housing boards and other organizations. One of the special features of Fourth Plan was that metropolitan cities and cities of national importance got special financial commitment which continued in Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-79) as well. It made allocation for Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai especially under integrated urban development programme and many more cities of national importance (http://planningcommission.nic.in/ plans/planrel/fiveyr/welcome.html). There was an apparent favour to the big cities until Fifth Plan, although rhetoric of urban and industrial decentralization was repeated plan after plan (Shaw 1996: 227).

The Sixth Five Year Plan (1978-83) stressed the need to develop small and medium size towns (less than 1 lakh). A scheme of Integrated Development of Small and Medium Towns (IDSMT) was launched in 1979 by the Central Government. The IDSMT scheme was allocated Rs.96 crore - a paltry amount that aimed to benefit about 200 small and medium towns (http:// planningcommission.gov.in/plans/ planrel/fiveyr/index6.html).

There were some important institutional developments during Seventh Plan period which shaped the urban development policy and planning in India. The National Commission on Urbanisation submitted its report in August 1988 and a bill known as 65th Constitution Amendment was introduced in Lok Sabha in 1989 incorporating the suggestions of the Commission. The bill was the first attempt to grant constitutional status to urban local bodies with an aim to create a three tier federal structure with centre at the top, states at the intermediate level and local bodies at the bottom. The bill however failed to be passed in Rajya Sabha as it was understood to be an interference in the autonomy of the states. The bill was again introduced after some revisions as 74th Constitution Amendment Bill 1992 which was passed by both Houses of Parliament and came into force in March 1993.

The role of the small and medium towns was envisaged as developing growth centres for the betterment of rural hinterland. Similar to the Master Plan of big cities, it was suggested that regional plan could serve for small and medium towns. It was noted that scarcity of funds is a limiting factor and sources of funding should be explored beyond budgetary and institutional provisions.

During Eighth Plan, the Mega City Scheme was introduced in 1993-94 covering five megacities of Mumbai, Calcutta, Chennai, Bangalore and Hyderabad. Also, the IDSMT scheme was revamped to dovetail its activities of infrastructure development programmes for boosting employment generation for diverting migration from the big cities to the small and medium towns. The role of the small and medium towns was envisaged as developing growth centres for the betterment of rural hinterland. Similar to the Master Plan of big cities, it was suggested that regional plan could serve for small and medium towns. It was noted that scarcity of funds is a limiting factor and sources of funding should be explored beyond budgetary
and institutional provisions (http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/8th/vol2/8v2ch13.htm).

The Ninth Plan (1997-2002) sought that state urbanisation strategy should be prepared for establishing synergy among various urban development programmes. Although, most of the programmes undertaken in the Eighth Plan continued in Ninth Plan, the emphasis was placed more on decentralization and financial autonomy of the urban local bodies with an aim to promote competitiveness and efficiency through market based interventions. Earlier programmes like NRY, UBSP and PMIUPPEP were merged to form a new programme called the Swarna Jayanti Shahari Rozgar Yojana (SJSSRY) with effect from 1st December 1997. This programme had two sub-schemes, namely, (i) Urban Self-Employment Programme and (ii) Urban Wage Employment Programme. The self-employment and wage employment components of the existing NRY and PMIUPPEP were reorganised under this single programme. Further, the shelter upgradation components of both NRY and PMIUPPEP were merged and a new programme named the National Slum Development Programme (NSDP) started in 1997 (http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/9th/vol2/v2c3-7.htm). As per 2001 Census, there were about 4500 urban centres, which could qualify under the category of small and medium towns (less than 3 lakh), but the allocation was not only very low but also covered only one-fifth of the small and medium towns. In such circumstances, it is not possible for these towns to act as growth centres and spread urbanization and promote regional development in the country.

The Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-2007) recognized the fact that urbanization played a key role in accelerating economic growth in the 1980s and 1990s as a result of economic liberalisation. It also noted that programmes such as the Mega City project for five selected cities, the Integrated Development of Small and Medium Towns (IDSMT), and the Accelerated Urban Water Supply Programme (AUWSP) have shown limited success. It also noted that the coverage and the amount of central assistance in the past have been uneven and inadequate, both because of procedural issues as well as limited budgetary allocations. The existing schemes for assistance for infrastructure such as the IDSMT and the Mega City Project leave a significant number of cities between them without any central support. The Tenth Plan also noted that the performance of NSDP has not been satisfactory mainly because of the delays at the state level in releasing the funds to implementing agencies. A programme called Valmiki-Ambedkar Awas Yojana (VAMBAY) was also initiated in 2001-2002 for provision of shelter and upgrading the existing shelter of the people below poverty line. A subsidy in the range of Rs. 20 to 30 thousand was provided per unit depending upon the size of the city. It also accepted the fact that parastatal agencies and bodies such as development authorities need to play a supportive role and even partnership with Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) rather than taking over functions which properly belong to the ULBs. Overall, the Tenth Plan stressed that without strengthening the democratic structure and institutional building of the ULBs, the goal of urban development could not be achieved.

The Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-12) introduced some innovative changes in the urban policy and programmes. The key urban development strategies were as follows:

- It also accepted the fact that parastatal agencies and bodies such as development authorities need to play a supportive role and even partnership with Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) rather than taking over functions which properly belong to the ULBs. Overall, the Tenth Plan stressed that without strengthening the democratic structure and institutional building of the ULBs, the goal of urban development could not be achieved.

  i. Strengthening urban local bodies through capacity building and better financial management.
  ii. Increasing the efficiency and productivity of cities by deregulation and development of land.
  iii. Dismantling public sector monopoly over urban infrastructure and creating conducive atmosphere for the private sector to invest.
  iv. Establishing autonomous regulatory framework to oversee the functioning of the public and private sector.
  v. Reducing incidence of poverty.
  vi. Using technology and innovation in a big way.

In order to revitalize the urban development strategies, the Central Government launched a major initiative named as Jawaharlal Nehru National
Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM), in December 2005, to give a focused attention to integrated development of urban infrastructure and services initially in select 63 mission cities. Its emphasis was on provision of basic services to the urban poor, including housing, water supply, sanitation, road network, urban transport, the development of inner/old city areas, etc. and the earlier programmes like Mega City, IDSMT, NSDP and VAMBAY were merged with it.

The midterm evaluation of the Eleventh Plan admitted that urban development and urban renewal requires huge funds under JNNURM. The required funds were staggering that is fixed at around Rs. 3-4 lakh crore whereas under JNNURM only 66,000 crore were allocated for the seven year period of JNNURM (2005-2012).

JNNURM was divided into two broad parts namely (i) the Sub-Mission on Urban Infrastructure and Governance and (UIG) (ii) the Sub-Mission on Basic Services to the Urban Poor (BSUP) covering initially 63 mission cities. The non-Mission cities and towns were covered under the scheme Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for Small and Medium Towns (UIDSSMT) and Integrated Housing and Slum Development Programme (IHSDP). The Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (MoHUPA) was the nodal ministry for BSUP and IHSDP programmes which catered to housing and basic amenities to urban poor, especially slum dwellers. These schemes also catered to other basic services such as sanitation, water supply, sewerage, solid waste disposal, etc. On the other hand, Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD) looked after the UIG and UIDSSMT schemes under JNNURM.

Under JNNURM, it was made mandatory for each city to formulate its City Development Plan (CDP), and bring out a long term vision for the city and its course of development. It also put several conditionalities of urban reforms like repealment of Land Ceiling Act 1976, empowerment of ULBs, capacity building and improvement in municipal accounting. It also aimed to leverage private sector in the development and financing of projects through Public Private Partnership (PPP). The employment generation and poverty alleviation under SJSRY was reemphasized in Eleventh Plan with major emphasis on skill development, self help groups and micro finance for self employment. The approach of the ‘Kudumbashree’ model of Kerala and other best practices in different parts of the country were advised to be adopted for suitable application under SJSRY (Planning Commission 2008).

The midterm evaluation of the Eleventh Plan admitted that urban development and urban renewal requires huge funds under JNNURM. The required funds were staggering that is fixed at around Rs. 3-4 lakh crore whereas under JNNURM only Rs. 66,000 crore were allocated for the seven year period of JNNURM (2005-2012). (http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/mta/11th_mta/chapterwise/chap18_urban.pdf).

The Twelfth Five Year Plan (2012-2017) proposed to consolidate the JNNURM and envisaged its wider role in urban reforms. The JNNURM during Twelfth Plan has following components.
1. Urban Infrastructure and Governance (UIG)
2. Rajiv Awas Yojana (RAY)
3. Slum rehabilitation in cities not covered under RAY
4. Capacity building

It noted that there were several barriers to the implementation of the programme. Notably among them is the failure to mainstream urban planning, incomplete reforms and slow progress in project implementation. Delay in securing land for projects and obtaining approval from various regulatory authorities were other reasons for its slow progress. It was found that in many cities, urban planning is yet to be started and needs to be strengthened and made participatory in many. Invariably peri–urban areas outside the city limits are left by the very nature of planning narrowing down to city development plan.

The Rajiv Awas Yojana (RAY) was launched on 2 June 2011 with the vision of creating a slum free India as a pilot project for a period of two years. The Central Government finally approved the RAY on 3rd September 2013 for a period 2013-2022. This scheme specifically aimed to support state and city governments to upgrade slums and assign title to their residents and to plan to accommodate the envisaged growth as India’s rapid urbanization continues, so that more slums are not formed. The scheme was applicable to all slums within a city, whether notified or non-notified (including identified and recognised), whether on lands belonging to Central Government or its Undertakings, Autonomous bodies created under the Act of Parliament, State Government or its Undertakings, ULBs or any other public agency and private sector. It was also applicable to urbanized villages inside the planning area of the city, urban homeless and pavement dwellers (http://mohupa.gov.in/ray/ray_index.htm). The urban poverty reduction and employment generation programme under SJSRY was proposed to be revamped under the National Urban Livelihood Mission during Twelfth Plan. Its basic thrust would be to build capacities and
skills in sectors that have growing employment opportunities with an aim to benefit the urban poor.

It was noted by the experts that the implementation of 74th Amendment to the Constitution remains half hearted as state governments have not fully empowered the ULBs to carry out the tasks as per constitutional provisions. On the other hand various programmes were not much successful as urban areas do not fall under single control and ownership, and also there is a lack of convergence of programmes at the local level (HPEC 2011:23).

India’s planning process has been centralized, top down and sector based. This is also true for urban development planning which focused mainly on urban housing, water supply, sanitation, slum improvement, urban infrastructure, mega city and small and medium towns etc. Although urban development is a state subject, there is little that states could think about an integrated urban development strategy and planning. State Planning Commissions/Boards have hardly come out with state urban development programmes and are mostly dependent on what Planning Commission of India suggested as a think tank. On the other hand, urban development is a matter of utmost importance as urban areas are constantly stressed for civic amenities like access to electricity, drinking water, sanitation and LPG etc. Road congestion, traffic, air and water pollution, municipal waste disposal and law and order are other issues of concerns for urban governance. Urban planning has to be done by the urban local bodies which comprise municipal corporations, municipalities and nagar panchayats, commonly known as ULBs supported by the state government. Urban Local Bodies need to be empowered with clear delegation of functions, financial resources and autonomy. There is also a need to enhance the administrative, managerial and technical capacity of the ULBs. It must be clearly recognized that urban planning cannot be divorced from urban governance.

Urban planning has to be done by the urban local bodies which comprise municipal corporations, municipalities and nagar panchayats, commonly known as ULBs supported by the state government. Urban Local Bodies need to be empowered with clear delegation of functions, financial resources and autonomy. There is also a need to enhance the administrative, managerial and technical capacity of the ULBs. It must be clearly recognized that urban planning cannot be divorced from urban governance.

Concerns; it should be participatory and decentralized. There is also a need to democratise and empower ULBs as per the provisions of 74th Amendment to the Constitution. Mayor of the city should be made responsible both in terms of power and functions. Many global cities have addressed the problems of governing large cities through the elected local government headed by Mayor. The Mayor of London and New York for example are directly accountable for strategic governance of their respective cities and have substantial resources and political power at their disposal. As urban bodies lack power and resources, parastatal bodies like Urban Development Authority have virtually taken over the city promoting real estate and infrastructure. On the other hand, basic services like water, sanitation, education, health care and shelter etc. are neglected. As urban development is a state subject, the state governments must realise the role of the city and initiate urban reforms to empower local bodies both administratively and fiscally. We must envision cities as engines human development rather than capital accumulation by the few.
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The real challenge is to build an inclusive smart city for all its residents, irrespective of whether they are rich or poor. It is reasonable to state that in a country like India, the process of making a city smart should be people centric. The indubitable idea is to make cities work for the people. Hence, instead of offering an operational definition of what a smart city is, this article outlines a road map in this regard.

Of the ingredients in the new government’s development model is the idea of smart cities. In the budget presented on July 10, 2014, the Union Finance Minister made a budgetary allocation of Rs 7060 crore for 100 smart cities. The minister spoke of the “vision of developing ‘one hundred Smart Cities’, as satellite towns of larger cities and modernizing the existing mid-sized cities”.

It would have been ideal if the budget had provided an overall estimate and the time frame so that one could have evaluated whether adequate resources have been allocated. The reason for this lacuna could be the absence of clarity on investments required to make a city smart.

Before we get too far ahead into the story, it should be noted that despite the worldwide buzz over building smart cities, there exists no clear definition of a smart city. The fact is that there are many interrelated notions that have been floated in the context of cities. These include creative, cyber, digital, e-governed, entrepreneurial, intelligent, knowledge, wired etc. These notions are not necessarily mutually exclusive since harnessing the power of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) is integral to each of them. The notion of using ICT for development is also articulated in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG). In fact, one of the targets for tracking progress in the eighth MDG relates to cooperating with the private sector and making available the benefits of new technologies, especially information and communication technologies. As per the Government of India’s assessment, the country is on the track to achieve this target.

Defining what a smart city means for people is undoubtedly debatable. However, the features of a smart central business district like the Gujarat International Fin-Tec City are easier to grasp, quantify and understand. The real challenge is to build an inclusive smart city for all its residents, irrespective of whether they are rich or poor. It is reasonable to state that in a country like India, the process of making a city smart should be people centric. The indubitable idea is to make cities work for the people. Hence, instead of offering an operational definition of what a smart city is, this article outlines a road map in this regard.

The notion of smart cities or habitations is a process rather than a goal and it is this feature that has...
ensured that there is no single accepted definition of what a smart city is. So a smart city would be e-governed, aim for continuous improvements in design and management, plan for climate centric technological applications. The notion of harnessing the power of ICT for development and in particular for improving transparency and governance is not new in India and this idea predates the idea of building smart cities. The vision of India’s National e-Governance Plan is to “make all Government services accessible to the common man in his locality, through common service delivery outlets, and ensure efficiency, transparency, and reliability of such services at affordable costs to realise the basic needs of the common man”. The effective roll out of this plan across the 4041 Statutory Towns, 3894 Census Towns, 475 Urban Agglomerations, 981 Out Growths, and 238,617 gram panchayats responsible for 6,40,867 villages will ensure that every administrative unit will be e-governed. In order to achieve this, a prerequisite is rural internet connectivity and the budget has allocated Rs 500 crore for the ‘Digital India’ initiative. In short, e-governance, an initiative that the government is already committed to, is the first milestone that needs to be achieved in the direction towards smart habitations.

Since e-governance is being rolled out nationwide, it would be more pertinent to work towards making every habitation smart rather than focusing only on 100 smart cities. As a beginning, the 4862 villages with over 10,000 residents could be made smart villages. This would cover 8.6 per cent of India’s rural population. Following this, the government could focus on the villages with a population between 5000 and 9999 in the vicinity of the cities. Overtime, this would cover an additional 13.2 per cent of the rural population. This strategy makes sense since a majority of large villages and those close to the towns will become urban in time. So planning ahead is a smart idea. Initiatives to make these villages smart from a perspective of governance and service delivery can be brought within the ambit of the e-panchayat project of the Ministry of Rural Development. This project addresses all aspects of the functioning of the panchayat including planning, monitoring, implementation, budgeting, accounting, social audit and delivery of citizen services like issue of certificates, licenses etc. The e-panchayat project should be used with the objective of planning for smart urbanization. The central government has sought to use advances in ICT to develop models of m-health and e-learning. These initiatives should be used with a focus on villages. There also has to be a dovetailing with important projects like the Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor.

What is being suggested is that it should be about achieving convergence of various initiatives to ensure that every rural habitation, future town is becoming smarter. This approach can be thought of as bottom up planning for future urbanization, a preemptive strategy aimed at planning for growth rather than a reactive strategy in the face of urban sprawl. Today, most measures taken by the government are reactive than proactive.

Delivering the Yusuf Meherally Memorial Lecture in September 2011 Vice President M. Hamid Ansari spoke of the challenges in improving urban governance and service delivery. Two issues raised by him are relevant in this context. The first point made by the Hon’ble Vice President is that “The scale of investments and choice of projects to direct them have been subject to political pulls and economic pressures. While some critics speak of “elite capture” of our urban spaces and indeed of all ‘urban commons’, others bemoan that ‘exclusionary’ urbanization is benefitting certain social groups to the detriment of others and directing resources to large metropolises depriving small and medium towns of funds needed for infrastructure and essential services”. Secondly, he mentioned that “Our urban spaces and governance mechanisms have become the theatres for political conflicts and economic struggles. Our urban spaces have also been used for promoting reforms as well as for contesting such reform measures. Some seek privatization of municipal services including through Public-Private Partnerships with governments merely functioning as regulators or facilitators; others say that this would institutionalize social and economic disparities”. So the government has to articulate how it will ensure that basic services are available to all residents of
these cities. Not only does the government need to address the lack of basic services for the current residents, the planning also needs to factor in future population growth. In fact, the city development plans prepared as part of the Jawaharlal Nehru Urban Renewal Mission do not have reliable estimates of the future population growth of cities. This brings us to the next component of a smart habitation and this relates to the built up environment and ensuring access to basic services.

As per the numbers from Census of India 2011, a total of 13.75 million households live in the slums, i.e. 17 per cent of India’s urban households lived in slums. This percentage would be higher if one was to generate estimates of urban households living in slum like conditions. In 2011, 63 per cent of the 4,041 statutory towns reported having slums. The idea of a smart town or a city with gated communities and overcrowded informal settlements seems incongruous. Twenty six per cent of households in urban India use dirty or unclean fuel like firewood/crop residue, cow dung cake/coal etc. This is not a smart energy choice since use of dirty fuel contributes to indoor air pollution. Any city or town aspiring to be smart needs to work on ensuring that the basic physical infrastructure is in place. It is only after that can technology help in stemming leakages and facilitate differential pricing. So in the context of urban India, it would require smart thinking to improve the access to water, sanitation and other dwelling characteristics. Hence the question is how would one improve the quality of municipal services.

In terms of smart decision making, the database on different functional aspects of Indian cities is woefully inadequate to run any smart algorithms on dynamic pricing of services or routing of traffic. Such algorithms are more feasible to run in the context of cities in developed countries. But this is not to suggest that smart decision making and empowering of citizens is not feasible. Some state governments like Chhattisgarh have tried to improve the functioning of the Public Distribution system by developing the necessary management information systems. In Raipur, individuals are given the choice of the fair price shop of his or her liking, flexibility of buying in smaller quantities rather than in only on transaction etc. Portability of the ration card across the shops helped improve customer satisfaction. If every city in India were to follow the Raipur example then it will help to improve the functioning of the much maligned Public Distribution System. A logical extension would be to allow portability of cards for intra-state migrants and migrant workers. If one were to look around, there are many other initiatives that have been tried. The challenge is to make these sustainable and scalable to cover the entire population. In this process, even an un-smart and dysfunctional city can become smart, efficient and productive.
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CLEANING THE GANGES

SPECIAL ARTICLE

Ensuring Environmental Water Flows in the River Ganga

H S Sen
Dipankar Ghorai

“Nowhere is the problem of cooperation between riparian neighbours as critical as in the Ganges-Brahmaputra basin in South Asia. Nowhere are the benefits of cooperation as spectacular for the futures of the countries involved, and nowhere is the penalty for non-cooperation as devastating.”- Jagan Mehta

There are 57 rivers and their tributaries criss-crossing Bangladesh, and out of this 57, Ganga being the mightiest of all, comes via India, and only 3 from Myanmar. India has a major responsibility to maintain E-flows for sustained livelihood of the inhabitants of our neighbours, where water plays a crucial role.

Here is fast deterioration of environmental (E)-flows of both Hooghly-Bhagirathi and Ganga/Padma-Brahmaputra river systems in the entire lower Ganges delta across India and Bangladesh. To ensure sustainable ecology in the delta of the sub-continent, there is a need for close introspection and appropriate action in a holistic manner to restore the E-flows of the river system. Appropriate interventions are needed at the earliest to resuscitate the Ganga to arrest the adverse trend of hydrology considered to be possibly the most important component of E-flows and in due course, reverse it for sustainable ecology and thereby for improved livelihood (Sen, 2010, Sen et al., 2012). Other important components of E-flows may be socio-cultural, geomorphological, water quality and biodiversity (Kaushal, 2014), depending upon how the respective river is looked at in terms of its uses in the region, which together constitutes the Integrated Water Resources Development and Management, conceived by the Central Water Commission of the government of India (CWC, 2008). The E-flows especially in the upstream of the river Ganga in India are factored mainly by hydro-power development and irrigation projects. Norms on drawing of quantum of water with respect to the flow rate have been so far arbitrarily decided during planning and without provision for sound assessment of the impacts, although some attempts have been made lately for such assessment, noteworthy of which has been by WWF-India (Kaushal, 2014), all along the route. Detailed account of various uses of the river Ganga has been comprehensively dealt with, stating Ganga as one of the world’s top ten rivers at risk due to over-extraction and pollution of water (Sanghi and Kaushal, 2014) quoting the data of WWF-International, Gland, Switzerland. India’s role as sharing entirely the upstream flow of water passing through a number of states before reaching the Farakka Barrage in West Bengal is therefore crucial in studying the impact of alleged wrong-doings both in public and private sectors in South Bengal (India) and a major part of Bangladesh. This necessitates a holistic plan to be taken up by the governments of both countries through mutual agreements.

H.S. Sen is the former Director, Central Research Institute for Jute and Allied Fibres (ICAR), Barrackpore, West Bengal. He is an expert in water management & soil salinity research in coastal ecosystem. Dipankar Ghorai is the Subject Matter Specialist, Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Central Research Institute for Jute & Allied Fibres, ICAR, Burdwan, West Bengal, India.
Farakka Barrage and the India-Bangladesh Treaty

The construction of a Barrage across the Ganga and diversion of water towards the Bhagirathi was first suggested by Sir Arthur Cotton in 1853, and named after Farakka in West Bengal 17 km upstream of the diversion of the river into Hooghly-Bhagirathi flowing through India and Padma-Brahmaputra-Meghna and their tributaries into Bangladesh - all finally terminating into the Bay of Bengal. The hypothesis of arithmetic hydrology worked out in favour of the Barrage was subsequently proved too inadequate to bring about any positive impact either to flush out sediment load increase as a navigational prospect for the Kolkata Port or to share dry season flow between the two countries for their mutual benefits, the very purposes for which it was conceived.

Immediately after independence of Bangladesh in 1971, realizing the problem due to reduced water flow through the Padma-Brahmaputra-Meghna river system in the country, there were a few short-term agreements between the two countries, first in 1974 for three years, then in 1977, and two more in eighties, all of which failed to bear the fruits. The Indo-Bangladesh agreement (1996), now valid for 30 years, over the sharing of Ganga water sources being utilized for hydropower stations in Uttrakhand itself (Wildlife Institute of India, 2012), being an example. Besides, various point and non-point sources of pollution in the upstream have also been documented (Sanghi and Kaushal, 2014), and this may be of more importance contributing to E-flows in certain situations. The poor quality of water in the Ganga throughout its length (Trivedi) is shown in Figures 3 and 4; the data further suggest that various actions taken by GoI (GAP–I in 1985, GAP-II, 1993, National River Conservation Plan in 1996) have been of mixed success and deserve pointed and much more elaborate actions in future (Sanghi and Kaushal, 2014, National River Conservation Directorate, 2009). On the top of these, climate change has a phenomenal influence through all the components on E-flows on temporal scale. It is now well established that glaciers around the world and especially in the Hindu Kush Himalayas are retreating due to global warming, as a result, the predicted water flow based on Kathmandu-based study of the International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD), from the glaciers to the basins would reduce by 25-50 per cent by the end of this century.

According to the National River Conservation Directorate (2009), however, despite the problems of operation and maintenance, river water quality has shown discernible improvement (in terms of DO and BOD) over the pre-GAP period. This has to be seen in the background of a steep increase in population with concomitant increase in organic pollution load. The water quality of the river is likely to improve when all the ongoing works are completed and the entire waste water being generated is tackled. A comparison of pre-GAP and post-GAP values of the three critical parameters namely, DO, BOD and Coliforms throughout the stretch however still reveals far from satisfactory results. Dwindling water...
Table 1. Affected lengths of Alakananda and Bhagirahi rivers and their tributaries due to allotted Hydro-Power Development Projects in Uttarakhand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>River</th>
<th>Total river stretch (m)</th>
<th>River stretch diverted (m)</th>
<th>River stretch submerged (m)</th>
<th>Affected length (m)</th>
<th>per cent of river length diverted</th>
<th>per cent of river length submerged</th>
<th>per cent of river length affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhagirathi basin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bhagirathi</td>
<td>217000</td>
<td>68031</td>
<td>85400</td>
<td>153431</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>70.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Asiganga</td>
<td>20500</td>
<td>10945</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10945</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bhilangana</td>
<td>109000</td>
<td>20369</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19000</td>
<td>39369</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bal ganga</td>
<td>37000</td>
<td>14721</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14721</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Small tributaries</td>
<td>73000</td>
<td>16401</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16401</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alakananda basin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aalakananda</td>
<td>224000</td>
<td>60412</td>
<td>47100</td>
<td>107512</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dhauliganga</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>46794</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46794</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rishiganga</td>
<td>38500</td>
<td>10426</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>11026</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Birahi ganga</td>
<td>29500</td>
<td>21926</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21926</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>74.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Nandakini</td>
<td>44500</td>
<td>15507</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15507</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mandakini</td>
<td>81000</td>
<td>34875</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>35375</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Pindar</td>
<td>114000</td>
<td>24974</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>34974</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Wildlife Institute of India, 2012.; Upper reaches of river have not been accounted for)

Figure 2. Hydro-electric power projects on the river Ganga (Source: South Asia Network on Dams, Rivers and People, reproduced with permission of the authority

flow and deteriorating water quality in the downstream have affected drastically the livelihood in many ways say, in case of bamboo post-harvesting, as an example (Ghorai and Sen, 2014).

Adverse impact on the Ecology of lower Ganga

Hydrology and Sedimentation Load

It is true that there are interferences of the Ganga’s regime in India due to construction of Farraka Barrage giving rise to problems and disadvantages – changes with water level, discharge, sediment movement, bed slope, etc. caused by aggradations and degradation of the bed, and the entire reach from Rajmahal to Farakka in the upstream and from Farakka to quite a distance downstream. Alluvial fans are formed on the right side and the deep channel is shifted to the left above the Barrage. Bank erosion got worse and was usually highest during August and September. There were direct and indirect effects of sedimentation pattern of the Ganga-Padma in Bangladesh as well, which would eventually increase siltation and erosion of the river beds and banks, ultimately affecting the channel and causing other morphological changes (Parua, 2009).

Owing to temporal shift of the river course at a number of points along the river course between Farakka and Rajmahal (53 km upstream in Jharkhand) and the consequent changes in morphometric parameters, a detailed study leading to river bank erosion and flooding was conducted spanning over the period 1955 to 2005 from LANDSAT and Indian Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS) images along the stretch (Thakur, 2014). It was reported that the bank failure was mainly due to soil stratification of the

The complacency of the administration to arrange roadways through silted up river beds in the Indian Sundarbans at the expense of drying up of the rivers is an antithesis to development blunderingly ignoring the ecology in the area.
river bank, presence of hard rocky area (Rajmahal), high load of sediment and difficulty of dredging and construction of Farakka Barrage itself as an obstruction to the natural river flow. The victims are mostly Manikchak and Kaliachak-II, Kaliachak-III and Ratua-I blocks of Malda district, with a loss of around 1,670 ha agricultural land since 1977 in these blocks alone (Thakur, 2014) as well as in several other areas in Murshidabad district resulting in high and frequent incidence of bank erosion, flooding of land, and consequently population migration from the villages (Banerjee, 1999, Rudra, 2004) leading to colossal losses of wealth in the Indian part as a ritual annually.

In Bangladesh, similar reports on sedimentation load and the very high rate of denudation in the drainage basins and in the river channel beds in coastal areas in Bangladesh have been reported by Islam et al. (1999), causing increasing flood occurrence in the country.

Loss of Biodiversity

Questions are often raised about the trend in the change of biodiversity due to reducing amount of flow over time in the lower delta, especially in Sundarbans spread over both countries. Now the ecosystem is changing rapidly and biodiversity is depleting fast with the extinction of some species of the forest. It however still provides ideal habitats for a variety of unique plants and animals.

A number of factors have been identified for the loss of biodiversity over time in the whole delta. Though it is not possible to attribute quantitatively the loss to different factors, most of them are directly and indirectly linked with reduced water flow in conjunction with anthropogenic factors.

Discharge of Water and Intrusion of Salinity in Bangladesh: A Critical Analysis

The affected lower Ganga delta in Bangladesh is much larger in area and possibly requires critical attention. Discharge data of the Ganga river for the period of 1970 to 2011 shows that dry season (November–May) flow has decreased up to 82 per cent after the construction of Farakka Barrage (Afroz and Rahman, 2013).

Future Policy Issues

The lower Ganga delta of both India (south of Farakka) and Bangladesh (south-west) share the same ecology and face threats due to dwindling water diversion via Farakka Barrage and deteriorating water quality of the river in the upstream at different places in India. This being a matter of common concern to both countries, there is need for a holistic and focused attention for which the following suggestions are made with

Most of the data generated and shown by Bangladesh on different components and their effects on the ecology of the country due to diversion of water via Farakka appear to be over-estimated, since they were not always based on scientific analyses. On the other hand, India’s assessment due to Farakka withdrawal were based on certain assumptions held in pre-Farakka days, and therefore the analyses appear to be under-estimated.
immediate effect to seek for a lasting solution.

- There appears to be a need for revisiting the design of the Farakka Barrage, as well as the discharge and distribution norms of water in the interest of the two countries, keeping in view of the predicted flow of upstream Ganga water in long term perspectives, and if necessary, fresh norms to be decided.

- Predicted flow of water through Ganga-Brahmaputra, both originating in Tibet, river system on account of retreat of glaciers and other parametric uncertainties due to climate change needs to be studied and refined with appropriate climate models in deciding the future norms for distribution of water via Farakka Barrage with as much precision as possible in different time scales.

- Need for fresh installation of hydro-electric power and irrigation projects in India must be given extremely careful consideration with stringent norms for discharge of river water in the upstream, along with impact analysis as a mandatory requirement, so that ecology of the area is not disturbed.

- Past hydro-electric power and irrigation projects in the upstream already in commission also need to be reviewed in terms of the norms for discharge of water, and if necessary, to be revised.

- Strict administrative vigilance to be maintained to stop acts on unscrupulous diversion of water forthwith by private agencies in India.

- Location specific integrated water development and management schemes at strategic points over the entire flow length in different time scales to be prepared and their methods of implementation be worked out with adequate participation and vigilance from the local inhabitants to ensure maintaining prescribed water quality throughout the year in India.

- In India, in particular, impacts of the water flow at different strategic points into lower delta in respect of salinity in soil & water, flow rate, tidal amplitude and fluctuations, sedimentation/ hydrological parameters, navigation through rivers and in Kolkata Port, ground water table depths and qualities, important components of biodiversity and any other related parameters should be taken up and monitored with a holistic plan, over a minimum five year phases, through a central task force comprising of scientists, NGOs, government officials, local inhabitants and the same placed in public domain. Similar programmes should be simultaneously planned and taken up by Bangladesh. A core team consisting of key members drawn from both countries should interact and monitor the progress once in each year and suggest for improvement with respect to targets fixed.

It has to be remembered that the concerned lower Ganga delta of the two countries is largely coastal and therefore, fragile in nature subject to the increasing vagaries due to climatic disasters beyond possibly anybody’s control to prevent. Additional factors originating from the deteriorating E-flows of the Ganga river network water contribute further to the woes of the inhabitants of the area. We believe, in conclusion, that there may be no short-cuts to improve the ecology for sustained livelihood of the inhabitants in this area across the two countries other than ensuring E-flows via Farakka Barrage, for which careful considerations may be given to the suggestions made above.
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Highway Projects worth Rs 40,000 crore cleared
The Ministry of Road, Transport and Highways has approved highway projects worth over Rs 40,000 crores. To be implemented in the two years, these projects are in Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand and North-eastern region. This allocation includes Rs 20,000 crores for Jammu & Kashmir which will go towards 2-laning and 4-laning of National Highways in the state and some road projects in Leh and Ladakh. Uttarakhand, which faced massive devastation due to floods last year will also get an investment of Rs 6,000 crore for a new highway network.
PM's Vision for India

Insurance Cover for Poor

The Prime Minister has announced the launching of a scheme to connect the poorest citizens of the country with the facility of bank accounts. Under the Pradhanmantri Jan-Dhan Yojana, an account holder will be given a debit card with an insurance of Rs. one lakh guaranteed with it for each family. This will benefit poor families in case of crises.

MPs Model Village Scheme Announced

The Prime Minister announced the launch of the Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana. Members of Parliament would select any one of the villages having population of three to five thousand in their constituency according to parameters of time, space and situation of that locality. It will include the conditions of health, cleanliness, atmosphere, greenery, cordiality etc. On the basis of those parameters, each MP would be required to make one village of his or her constituency a Model Village by 2016. Two more villages would have to selected after 2016 and after 2019, each Member of Parliament, during his/her tenure of 5 years must establish at-least five model villages in his/her area. Members of Parliament from urban areas as also Members from Rajya Sabha could also adopt one of the villages. The complete blueprint of “Saānsad Adarsh Grām Yojana” (Members of Parliament Model Village Scheme) would be presented before all Members of Parliament and State Governments, on 11th October, the occasion of birth anniversary of Jai Prakash Narayan.

Brand India

The Prime Minister appealed for making India a manufacturing hub. He said that only by promoting the manufacturing sector could we create more employment for our youth as also develop a balance between imports and exports. This way the education and capability of youth could also be put to use. He appealed that all over the world brand India should be an accepted name - “Come, make in India”, “Come, manufacture in India.” He called to youth to help manufacture at least one such item specially in the micro or small industry sector so such items need not imported in the future. We should even advance to a situation where we are able to export such items, he said. If each one of our millions of youngsters resolves to manufacture atleast one such item, India can become a net exporter of goods, he added. He urged that Indian manufacturers should never compromise on two counts-zero defect and zero effect. Goods should be manufactured in such a way that they carry zero defect, that exported goods are not rejected and also not have a negative impact on the environment.

Swachh Bharat

Stressing on the need for cleanliness, the Prime Minister announced his Government’s resolve for “Swachh Bharat” – a vision which will be launched on October 2nd this year, to be accomplished by 2019, on the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. In a related initiative, the Prime Minister said the first step towards “Swachh Bharat” begins with immediate effect, through a commitment to build toilets in all schools, including separate toilets for girls, within one year. To achieve this goal, he called upon MPs to use their MPLAD funds. He also called on corporate sector to give priority to the provision of toilets in schools under Corporate Social Responsibility. On the next 15th August, we should be in a firm position to announce that there is no school in India without separate toilets for boys and girls, he said.

Daughters an Asset

The Prime Minister called on the nation to consider the very disturbing issue of the imbalanced sex ratio where 940 girls are born against per thousand boys. He appealed to doctors not to encourage female foeticide; families to not sacrifice their daughters in the hope of having a son. He pointed out that in the recent Commonwealth Games, out of 64 medals won by sportspersons, 29 were girls. He urged the nation to feel proud of its daughters and take them along shoulder to shoulder.
The influence of the rural in Bengaluru, and arguably most Indian cities, is thus multidimensional. The influence can emerge in locations that are within the geographical limits of the city as well as in villages some distance away. An effective urban policy must then be willing to address all issues that affect Indian cities even if they arise in remote rural areas.

The policy discourse in India has tended to follow a sharp demarcation between the urban and the rural. In the 1970s Indian policy makers were accused of an urban bias (Lipton, 1977) just as more recent work accuses them of having been preoccupied with the rural (Sivaramakrishnan, 2011). But if we borrow some of the discussion on boundaries inspired by globalization, it is not difficult to see that such an unrelenting demarcation may not be entirely justified. Saskia Sassen takes the view that boundaries, broadly speaking, take two forms. “One is that the border is embedded in the product, the person, and the instrument: a mobile agent endogenizes critical features of the border. The other is that there are multiple locations for the border, whether inside firms or in long transnational domains” (Sassen, 2006 p. 416). Both these forms of boundaries exist between the urban and the rural as is evident in the more rapidly growing Indian cities. People who seek employment in urban centres while retaining strong links with their villages often carry with them strong elements of the rural even as they live in an urban ethos. In the process, they carry the boundaries of the rural with them, often bringing it deep into the city. Multiple locations of the border between the rural and the urban are also created when Indian cities expand horizontally, absorbing villages as they grow. The core village areas can retain a sense of the rural for decades after being absorbed into urban centres. The rural is then deeply embedded in Indian cities so much so that we cannot claim to understand Indian cities without some clarity on the role of the rural in them.

The influence of the rural in Indian cities then involves the negotiation of two quite different boundaries, one a rather permanent one between the village that has been absorbed into the city and the urban development around it and even within it; and the other the boundary between the city and villages some distance away, a boundary that is embedded in individuals that enter the city and the products they bring with them. Even a brief exploration of these negotiations, such as the one made in this paper, makes it clear that urban situations can be influenced by happenings in rural areas. An effective Urban Policy cannot then ignore the rural. For the sake of brevity, this paper will focus on the experience of a single Indian city, Bengaluru.

Villages within Cities

It would be too much to expect the dynamics of the absorption of villages to be identical across all Indian cities. There could be differences within cities as well, with villages that are absorbed to create an information technology park facing a very different future...
from those that are absorbed to create relatively lower end manufacturing units. But it is useful to take a closer look at one example of such a process to gain insights that could be empirically tested in other situations and cities. The absorption of Bengaluru’s villages in the context of the growth of its garment export industry provides an example of these dynamics. A striking feature of the predominantly female garment workers in Bengaluru is the very substantial difference between their working conditions and their living conditions. The condition of the homes of women workers in Bengaluru’s garment export industry provides a stark contrast to conditions within their factory as well as to the global image of Bengaluru. A survey carried out in 2009 by the National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bangalore (NIAS) provided an overview of the conditions these women faced. Table 1 tells us the story of the women workers and their homes. The women workers earned an income that placed them above the poverty line, but not by all that much. The families of a vast majority of the women workers did not own a home and could only afford to rent one. The high attrition rates in the industry resulted in the workers shifting factories fairly frequently. The high cost of public transportation in Bengaluru also ensured that most of the workers had to walk to work. This in turn implied that they often had to change homes when they changed jobs in order to continue being within walking distance of their place of work. The homes that most of the workers could afford to rent were also the cheaper sheet-roofed ones. These cheaper accommodations, more often than not, did not have a water tap within them and shared a toilet with other homes. These ill-equipped sheet-roofed homes were also cramped with more than four-fifths of them having an average of more than two persons per room, and 31 per cent having more than three persons per room.

The availability of such relatively low cost homes in the midst of the city’s spiralling real estate values was itself the result of Bengaluru’s often chaotic absorption of villages into the city. As was noted in an official evaluation of land acquisition in the 1970s and 1980s, this process gained an impetus through at least two legislations – the Karnataka Industrial Areas Development Act, 1966 and the Bangalore Development Authority Act, 1976 – that created the institutions used to acquire lands (Ravindra, et al., 1989). The creation of the Karnataka Industrial Areas Development Board made it easier to take over agricultural land and hand it over to private industry. The Bangalore Development Authority acquired land to create residential layouts that were then sold for prices much above what they were acquired for in the first instance, and for even higher values in secondary transactions. The takeover of agricultural land immediately transformed the economic character of the village that had been absorbed into Bengaluru. At one stroke, agricultural operations came to a halt.

It is important to explicitly recognise that everyone in these villages did not face the same challenges. The conditions faced by the landless were clearly different from that of the landed. The change in profession demanded of the landless was largely the movement from agricultural labour to more urban forms of work. And they did not have the benefit of compensation that was offered to landowners. As Goldman has argued, “Reducing rural life to two cut-and-dried categories of landowners and non-owners, with only the former worthy of compensation arising from land acquisition for big urban projects, is to further undermine the social and cultural complexity and livelihood strategies of the rural” (Goldman, 2011 p. 568).

Given the nature of peasant agriculture in the villages surrounding Bengaluru, the landless were typically not the largest group (Pani, 1983). The peasant agriculture of the region was characterised by a large number of small landowners with a few dominant peasants. Given the extent of the dominance of peasants, the landowners who were compensated were quite a significant number if not the majority of the households of the village that was absorbed into the city. Thus, for most of those in the villages absorbed into Bengaluru the challenge was that of suddenly losing their agricultural land and having to find non-agricultural occupations.

In most cases, those who once owned the agricultural land were left trying to invest their limited compensation in activities that were consistent with the emerging urban economy around them ranging from learning to become a driver of a vehicle to expanding their traditional dairy operations. The non-agricultural land that was left with the village too became an important, if limited, resource. This land typically followed regulations set for villages and not those for the city around them. It allowed the owners of this non-agricultural land to construct cheaper and more congested housing that met the requirements of the poor. And this process was not always within the realms of legality. As Lakshmi Srinivas noted in 1991, “In Bangalore city about half the land is not accounted for in the corporation’s tax records” (Srinivas, 1991 p. 2484).

In this often complicated process of transition of villages into being a part of urban Bengaluru, it is difficult to miss the rural influence that remains
The political class. between these groups and the emerging also provide the basis for a close link when these permissions do not exist, for officials to look the other way The need for permissions, or the need for officials to look the other way when these permissions do not exist, for officials to look the other way housing of low quality for the poor. to benefit from the coming of private the old landed groups in the village even after this transformation. It is the old landed groups in the village that have the land and the influence to benefit from the coming of private layouts. The same groups also have an advantage in the construction of housing of low quality for the poor. The need for permissions, or the need for officials to look the other way when these permissions do not exist, also provide the basis for a close link between these groups and the emerging political class.

The Village Outside the City

The precise way in which products and people negotiate the boundaries between the relatively distant villages and the city can take a variety of forms. Sometimes the families of the women workers continue to receive food grains from the husband’s share of the family land in the village. The dress the women workers wear too can reflect the continuous interaction between their rural and urban identities, even if some of their urban garments, particularly the nightgown they sometimes wear for long periods of the day in the city, could not always be used in the rural environment. The magnitude of the urban influence on the village and rural influence on the city through the individual would depend on the extent of this interaction. It has been argued that the urban household can play the role of an initial base for migration from the village to the city. These households quite often include persons from the village who are seeking a foothold in the city. The term ‘collective households’ has been used to refer to those households that had persons in them who were not a part of the nuclear family (Pani, et al., 2010). And around 40 per cent of the households of women workers in Bengaluru’s garment industry met this norm. These ‘collective households’ included not just members of the immediate family of the husband and wife, such as their fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters, but also more distant relatives and sometimes just persons from their village.

While the collective household does point to the link between the rural and the urban, the intensity of this link may be better captured by relationships that go beyond being a conduit to migration. A much closer personal link between the village and the city is provided by cases where working mothers in the city leave their child back in the village. The 2009 NIAS survey revealed that more than a fifth, in fact 22.5 per cent, of the children of women workers in Bengaluru’s garment industry who were 15 years old or younger did not live with the mother, typically being left to be taken care of in the village. In such cases, the woman worker necessarily negotiated the border between the urban and the rural very frequently. Indeed, we could use the child living away from the mother as a proxy of the depth and intensity of the relationship between the urban and the rural for the individual worker.

In understanding the phenomenon of women leaving their children back in their villages, the factors that don’t seem to influence it can be as revealing as those that do. In order to check the importance of a factor, we grouped children or their mothers on the basis of that factor and then used an analysis of variance to estimate the significance of the influence of that factor. As Table 2 tells us, several factors that would have been expected to influence this phenomenon, such as the economic and educational status of the worker in the city, are not the main factors determining the decision to leave the child in the village. The education and income levels of the mothers were not statistically significant determinants of the decision to leave the child in the village.

What did seem to have a more decisive impact on the decision was the age of both the child and the mother. Thirty-four per cent of the children five years old or younger did not live with the mother. This proportion dropped to 14 per cent in the age group of 11 to 15. In the case of mothers too, 40 per cent of the children of mothers who were 20 or younger were staying away from their mothers. This proportion declined proportionately with older mothers, accounting for just four per cent of the mothers over 40. This pattern does suggest that younger mothers were helped in facing the uncertainties of urban life in Bengaluru by the family in the village.

The data also suggests that at least some of the uncertainties could be traced to the difficulties of moving from a rural to an urban environment. The number of years they have spent in Bengaluru, the length of their stay had a statistically significant influence on the decision to leave the child in the village. Fifty per cent of the children of mothers who had been in Bengaluru for a year or less did not stay with their mothers. This percentage dropped quite sharply to 16 per cent for those who had been in the city for more than five

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Significant at 5 per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education of mother</td>
<td>0.78605</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income of mother</td>
<td>2.77847</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof type</td>
<td>0.75084</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.94756</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of child</td>
<td>9.90545</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of mother</td>
<td>5.44606</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of mother in Bangalore</td>
<td>23.84444</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from workplace</td>
<td>4.14329</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>8.66739</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>8.50309</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caste group</td>
<td>5.01136</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother tongue</td>
<td>6.72962</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NIAS survey of garment workers, 2009
years and up to 10 years. The longer the women stayed in Bengaluru, the lesser they felt the need to leave their children in their village.

Not all the difficulties of life in Bengaluru seemed to have the same effect on the woman’s decision to leave the child away from her home. Having a water tap inside their homes did not provide a statistically significant explanation of the decision to leave the child away from her home. This could be because of the fact that this facility may not have been available to her in the village either. The availability of a toilet within the premises however did seem to have been an influence. There was a statistically significant relationship between the availability of a toilet inside the home and the decision to keep the child away from the mother. It is possible that the need for the woman to take the child out to a shared toilet at odd hours of the night may have had a role in this decision.

The ability to use the family home in the village as a support system for a worker who was a mother did not provide a statistically significant explanation of the decision to leave the child away from her home. Having a water tap inside their homes did not provide a statistically significant explanation of the decision to leave the child away from her home. This could be because of the fact that this facility may not have been available to her in the village either. The availability of a toilet within the premises however did seem to have been an influence. There was a statistically significant relationship between the availability of a toilet inside the home and the decision to keep the child away from the mother. It is possible that the need for the woman to take the child out to a shared toilet at odd hours of the night may have had a role in this decision.

The influence of the rural in Bengaluru, and arguably most Indian cities, is thus multidimensional. The influence can emerge in locations that are within the geographical limits of the city as well as in villages some distance away. An effective urban policy must then be willing to address all issues that affect Indian cities even if they arise in remote rural areas.
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DO YOU KNOW?

New Development Bank (NDB)

The **BRICS Development Bank or the New Development Bank (NDB)** is a multilateral development bank that will be operated by the five most important emerging nations of the world called the BRICS nations (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa). This new bank is primarily set up to fund the infrastructure projects in the developing countries, something that reflects their prominence in the global economy. This bank will have an initial capital of $ 50 billion that would be divided equally among the five countries with US$ 10 billion in cash to be put in over seven years and the other US$40 billion in the form of guarantees. These countries also announced launching of a Contingency Reserve Arrangement (CRA) that was approved in 2013 to receive a fund of $100 billion that would play a role of safety net in the times of financial crises and will have a long term goal of providing emergency cash funding to BRICS nations facing short term credit crisis or problems relating to balance of payments. The bank will be based in Shanghai, China and will start lending in the year 2016. Its presidency will be rotated to reflect equality. India will preside over its functions for the first six years, which would be followed by five-year terms for Brazil and later by Russia with China not having a turn until 2021. The inaugural Chairman of the Board of directors will be from Brazil and the inaugural chairman of the Board of Governors will come from Russia that is in contrast to international monetary institutions like World Bank and International Monetary Fund that usually have a US citizen or a European member as their head respectively. The CRA will be a replacement for monetary institutions like the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as the provider of resources for BRICS countries as well as other poor economies when there are difficulties in balance of payment. The New Development Bank will act as a platform for the underdeveloped nations and will expand its membership to counties other than the BRICS hence posing a great challenge to hegemony of World Bank in the prevailing scenario of international financial system. The BRICS leaders are also considering to establish a BRICS Exchange Alliance to challenge the opaque derivatives market of the Wall Stre et dominance and also an energy alliance to challenge the speculative activities of the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE). These four institutions namely, the New Development Bank, the Contingency Reserve Arrangement, the BRICS Exchange Alliance and the BRICS Energy Alliance, when become operational, will bring about a tremendous directional change towards creating a New International Economic Order.
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Why India should or should not Ratify the TFA?

 Nilabja Ghosh

INDIA IS no doubt a responsible nation in the global community and her membership in the WTO bears testimony to that. However balancing the external commitments with domestic obligations is no easy task for any democratic government. Challenges and difficult choices are usual in the globalization process.

The Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) arising out of the Bali declaration made after the WTO’s Ninth Ministerial Conference in December 2013 focuses on food as an item of trade and awaits ratification (WTO, website). While agreeing to sign the TFA itself is about maintaining transparent and easy procedures of trade with which India does not seem to have much problem, the decision has become associated with a more sensitive pledge of restraining subsidies on procurement that in turn impinges upon stockpiling of ‘traditional staple food crops’. This is the Ministerial Decision on Public Stockholding for Food Security purposes. Such stockpiling, attributed recently (September 2013, regular meeting) also to Thailand and Indonesia, is perceived to be a threat to the food security of importing nations in poor years and a disincentive to their farmers later when the same stocks are disposed off at cheap prices. It is feared that signing the treaty may turn out to be politically costly for India.

Poverty, small and unviable farms, low returns from agriculture, monsoonal vagaries and the lack of income, employment and transport facilities are old refrains. In modernizing India, poised on a growth path, new issues can be evoked to reconsider India’s approach to WTO

The Conundrum: Time for a Rethink on Food Policy

When India joined the WTO, the commitments required for the Agreement on Agriculture (AOA) did not seem difficult. The aggregate measure of support (AMS) was safely under the stipulated maximum limit, there were concessions on grounds of India’s balance of payment problem and differential treatments, received as a developing country, came as a comfort. The contradiction with grain stocking policy nevertheless was a potential hazard in the horizon.

Subsidies required for holding food security reserves could in principle be supported by the AOA under the non-trade distorting Green Box (GB) exemption allowance but unlike other items in this Box, conditions attached in the calculation of this subsidy would over time turn this subsidy untenable making public procurement difficult. A proposal from a so called G33 group of developing countries was recently vocal in seeking special treatment but the same members differed in their preference for setting the time line in finding a solution. Excluding purchases from poor farmers was a proposal that could translate to a re-defining of the GB. While all members accepted the importance of food security, solution was elusive. India, perhaps for good reasons, has problems with the method of calculation and wants the TFA to wait until a ‘permanent solution’ is worked out.

The author is an economist working as Associate Professor, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi with research experience in food, agriculture, environment and other developmental issues.
In India about half of the workforce is engaged in farming and about 37 per cent of the cropped area is under the two cereals rice and wheat, the two crops in context. These crops are intensely produced in a policy driven climate. India’s food policy for several decades now is based on public procurement at minimum support prices (MSP), public stocking often in excess of the buffer requirements and distribution through the public distribution system (PDS). Recently India also enacted a Food Security Act which essentially promises universal access to food.

When economic reforms commenced, both the MSP and the PDS were strongly critiqued within the country for ideological, political and practical reasons but even the responses by way of modifications hardly satisfied the skeptics. The twin pillars of India’s food policy remained regular instruments for addressing the poverty and the food insecurity of the poorer voters of the electorate.

The stand taken against the TFA nearly bringing negotiations to a halt is justified by domestic demands and commitments to people who are poor. Bargaining on failures and ploys of other nations, indication about the encroachment on policy sovereignty and balancing internal compulsions with external poise apart, there is a need for introspection on the domestic utility of persisting doggedly with the four decade long practices.

There is very little to refute the argument. Food security today is not merely about national food sufficiency. There are issues of household and member level food-security as well and sufficiency at the national level cannot be an answer (Ghosh and Guhakhasnobis, 2008). The difficulty of distributing food across a vast country with unequal capacities for production and the low purchasing power of large sections of consumers impair household access. Considerable State planning is required for organizing the large scale distribution, but even if hypothetically the private trade is ready for taking up the same task for a reasonable profit, there is little confidence that the market generated price that takes account of the costs of production, distribution and acceptable margins, is affordable to all.

Intra-household constraints to access can be addressed through education, awareness, gender sensitization, sanitation and empowerment but the State has also been directly addressing the issue by physical food distribution in a targeted manner often in consonance with other objectives such as through the Mid Day Meal Scheme (MDMS), Integrated Child Development Service (ICDS), and Annapurna. The targeted programmes including the targeted PDS also aimed to lighten the budgetary burden and prevent leakage through illegal means while protecting the food security of the weakest. The success of effected revisions in eliminating corruption and preventing new forms of wrong doing was questionable. While food is suspected to be leaking out in the name of feeding the poor, with the rigid specifications, not all placed above the so called poverty line, which in itself failed to gain universal credibility, are entitled to the basic need. The National Food Security Act (NFSA) completes the circle by once again universalizing distribution, now in fact legally binding on the government.

The enactment of the NFSA was rather turbulent politically and economically although the importance of the entitlement cannot be contested (Dreze and Sen, 1989). To make the legislation practicable, more specific targets and the intensity of their deprivation needed to be identified which again created problems similar to the TPDS (EPW, 2011, EPW,2013 a). Defining food insecurity in compliance with AOA’s requirement needed a poverty line to be specified which apparently is a complex process and yet to be resolved. The most daunting challenge was to make the legislation compatible with the AOA’s curbs on subsidies (EPW, 2013 ). The law as promulgated in September 2013 envisages a priority group and a poorest (Antodaya) group of beneficiaries with the highest entitlement, for meeting which the State requires access to food reserves.

Finally and not of less importance, even the objective of national level sufficiency of food cannot yet be disregarded. True, the green revolution
has gifted the nation with phenomenal increases in production of foodgrains resulting in huge surpluses, nearly eliminating imports and giving rise to food exports. Indeed India has managed to export 10 million tonnes of rice and 6 million tonnes of wheat in the year 2012-13. However, it is important to keep in mind that this achievement has been possible under the existing minimum support policy that gives farmers an insurance against prices falling below break-even levels. Many of the farmers are poor and as a result also risk averse, necessitating subsidies to be placed on inputs. Trials with crop yield insurance, farm income insurance, weather insurance, futures trading have been on for some time but producing no conclusive results. With no viable and dependable replacement in hand, lifting the presently followed public procurement mechanism can be hazardous.

Then there is the fear of weather failure. While nature has been more benign to the nation in the last decades, past experience fails to rule out the improbable but possible apprehension of consecutive poor monsoons. Climate change, by its much foreboded implications for Asian monsoon, can hurt agriculture with adverse rainfall not only in quantum but also in in-season distribution. While one can argue that food security is not just sufficiency when imports are possible, if other producing nations too encounter similar predicament, trade can be of little help.

Given that currently India as a nation is hardly a single market, traders have their commercial interests, many consumers lack purchasing power and transportation across states is far less effective than its potential, the importance of State supported distribution cannot be dismissed totally. All these imperatives justify stocking and distribution of grains calling for procurement. Food security deserves to be treated as a social good and cannot be relegated fully to market forces. The use of social resources for the purpose can be justified regardless of WTO’s strictures.

**Reasons why Government may Consider Softening**

The above set of arguments supporting the government’s negative stand is hardly anything new. Poverty, small and unviable farms, low returns from agriculture, monsoonal vagaries and the lack of income, employment and transport facilities are old refrains. In modernizing India, poised on a growth path, new issues can be evoked to reconsider India’s approach to WTO. Some of the recent developments may actually help to question the practical meaningfulness of the justifications cited above.

The archaic specification of food in the term food security is the first reservation that comes to mind. When food related diseases of infectious, deficiency and life-style characters are in central attention, the concept of food needs to be broadened beyond the calorie generating cereals to fruits, vegetables, pulses, milk, animal products. A new and meaningful definition of food has to take care of the significance of other nutrients and safety in food consumption. The primacy of the specific cereals in Indian diet was no less due to the concept of a certain technology, the discriminative minimum support policy\(^3\) and the non-commercialized character of horticultural production than national culture which itself was impacted by the public interventions (Baviskar, 2010, Swaminathan, 1997). Consumption data clearly shows that dietary preferences are changing (Radhakrishna and Ravi, 1992) away from the two major cereals on which the food policy rests. In this background the meaningfulness of the ruckus around stock piling of two particular products on grounds of a food security concern certainly seems specious.

Another argument against unchecked procurement is the loss of valuable resources. Although the profit driven traders distributing grains deserve their fair share of skepticism, it is fair to admit that the government has not displayed a very high order of competence either. Between 1995-96 and 2012-13 stocks of rice and wheat in January grew by 3.2 per cent and 4.2 per cent per annum much faster than population. That much of the production found its way to public storage is also seen in figure 1. Although the foodgrain reserves remained low in the years 2003-04 to 2008-09 following the forced disposal from a 60 million tones stocks in 2002-03 which was also a drought year, stocks picked up from 2009-10 to reach 67 million tonnes in 2013-14. The stocks also tended to exceed the buffer norm and, in the process of waiting for a lean year or reaching out to deficit areas, considerable grains are spolit. The loss in turn reflects on the degradation of natural resources such as water, forests, pastures, soil quality, fossil fuel and sedimentation of rivers. India needs to question if such expenses regularly incurred on storage are warranted.

Third, credibility of justification

![Figure 1: Population, Production and Stocks in India: Rice and Wheat](image-url)
that the errant subsidy is devoted necessarily in support of the poor or the small farmers can be doubted. While farm input subsidies do reach small farmers, constituting over 80 per cent of the farm households, procurement which is conducted in an open-ended way at the MSP fixed in reference to cost, is rather intensely incident in some states rather than others. Although on the positive side, some non-traditional states like Odisha and West Bengal have emerged as contributors to the food grain pools, Punjab, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh still have a strong share (Table 1). The privilege of assured purchase is related more to the geographical advantages and initial endowments than to poverty or farm size.

Interestingly, some of the contributing states also have the natural advantage to produce other products, some of them anticipated to gain consumer preference and generate nutrition in coming times. While the transition is marked by uncertainty, that the farmers are drawn towards the two privileged crops actually hurting their own interests, is a distinct possibility. Punjab’s attraction towards rice despite a natural disadvantage in water endowments and the contrariness of local food habits is a commonly cited example. Many believe that with the present policy in place, the shift towards alternate agricultural activities consistent with natural advantages will not be fully realized. Also, the rising horticultural product prices will begin to hurt.

**Seeking a Balance**

With arguments possible both in favour of and against the procurement policy in place, indisputably the government faces a daunting choice. Even with nearly seven decades of planned development after independence and nearly two decades after signing the WTO accord, India’s way to a globalised and free market is made bumpy by age-old obstacles.

The new government has little scope to be generous at this point because the cost can be unacceptably high while a possibility of noncompliance is undignified and avoidable. A major source of apprehension is the NFSA to which the government has already committed. While there is indication but no surety that its implementation would not demand larger procurement than is done already, the procurement being already 72 million tones which is nearly 36 per cent of production, unless the formula for calculating the subsidy is revised, the de-minimis bar to subsidies may be breached (Narayanan, 2013). Besides the WTO, meeting the MDG’s of food security is another international obligation for India. Above all, changing a country’s policy is desirably a graduated and well deliberated process and sharp turnarounds synchronous with electoral reversals can send a wrong message to the world.

Weighing both sides of the balance, a phased strategy for withdrawing from the shell the country created under certain exigencies is a very useful opportunity at this point. Facilitating internal free trade based on federal cooperation and improved infrastructure could help in joining the international community without qualms. Building up resilience to weather vagaries is not a fantasy any more given the remarkable progress already made on the technological front and the visibly emergent awareness about early warning and disaster management. Above all, farming has to be remunerative which only efficient markets and rational product choice can enable. Besides, with the open ended policy, the procurement and the stocks are likely to increase creating a serious management crisis domestically.

A minimalist intervention however remains because the fear of sequential poor monsoon, global production shocks, geopolitical calamities, failure of free trading and many other adverse possibilities cannot be ruled out. In an economy now clearly in transition, it is time however that food security is equated with nutrition security based on balanced diets and free choices. This would, in principle, require the stock-pile to be diverse and not just staple cereals but given that the other food-products are perishable, one can visualize juices, purées, concentrates and milk powder in that stock when necessary technologies build up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source States</th>
<th>Poverty line</th>
<th>Average farm size</th>
<th>Small farmers</th>
<th>Irrigation</th>
<th>Rice</th>
<th>Wheat</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>per cent</td>
<td>Hectare</td>
<td>per cent</td>
<td>per cent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>34.09</td>
<td>97.88</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>67.59</td>
<td>82.06</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>71.46</td>
<td>47.23</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>92.46</td>
<td>80.67</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>86.09</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odisha</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>91.86</td>
<td>27.42</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>95.93</td>
<td>59.21</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamilnadu</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>91.75</td>
<td>58.78</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>85.01</td>
<td>44.92</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>22.51</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MOA (various), MOA (website), MOA (2013).
While the GB is copiously used by the western nations to defend their farm subsidies, the argument of holding stocks on the same ground is becoming increasingly weak. Justifying subsidized procurement would not only require revisiting the formula in the short term but also shifting the coverage towards the really resource poor farmers who need to be identified scientifically. For the present, moving procurement operations towards eastern region may be the right strategy going by the average farm size (Table 1) while allowing the others to bring out the best of their potentials in food production. At a certain juncture, the State will ideally confine itself to facilitate and regulate the market for national ‘food security’ to provide people access to ‘adequate’ and ‘culturally acceptable’ food ‘at all times’ and directly engage only as emergency and safety-net support. Taking up the vacated place private traders will have the obligatory social commitment and accountability for fair pricing and transparent reporting of transactions and stocks. (2972)

Endnotes
1 Similar blame also went to China albeit for a non-food crop cotton.
2 The ability of the human body to absorb food depends on other environmental factors including the quality of water consumed.
3 Even the coarse cereals, also known as ‘nutritious’ cereals eased out of the diet due to the food policy.
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PM INAUGURATES POWER PROJECTS IN LEH-LADAKH

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the 45 MW Nimoo-Bazgo hydroelectric power project and 44 MW Chutak hydroelectric Project in Leh and Kargil respectively in Jammu & Kashmir on 11th August 2014. The two power projects will provide an impetus to the hydro based electricity in the country. The 45 MW Nimoo-Bazgo Hydro Electric Project is a Run of the River scheme to harness the potential of river Indus in Leh district of Ladakh in Jammu & Kashmir. The project will generate 239 Mega Units of energy. The Nimoo-Bazgo power station will be located on river Indus in Leh district of Ladakh region of Jammu & Kashmir with an installed capacity of 45 MW (3 x 15 MW). The initial approval for the project was given in 2006 by centre at an estimated amount of Rs. 611 crore but the project cost is revised to Rs 985 crore. The Composite tariff of Nimoo-Bazgo power station is Rs. 6.33 per unit for year 2013-14. All the units were commissioned at available load in June 2013, commencing commercial operation in October 2013 and Jammu & Kashmir would be getting the whole share of the benefit.

The second hydro power project is the 44 MW Chutak hydroelectric Project in Kargil District of Jammu & Kashmir. This project is a run-off-river scheme on the river Suru and will produce 216 Mega Units with an installed capacity of 44 MW (4 x 11 MW). Chutak Project will have construction of 15M high and 47.5M long barrage near village Sarzehe and an underground power house on river Suru. This project was given a nod in 2006 by the Centre costing Rs. 621 crore which is revised to Rs. 894 crore. The power generated through this Project would be distributed to Kargil District of Ladakh region of J&K. The Prime Minister also laid the foundation for 375 km long Leh-Kargil-Srinagar Transmission System which includes a transmission line at 220 kV voltage level in Alistong, Srinagar to Leh via Kargil with four 220/33kV Sub-stations located at Drass, Kargil, Leh and Khalsti. This transmission system will provide about 100-150 MW power in the Ladakh region. The Leh-Srinagar transmission line will link Ladakh region with the country’s northern grid and will help to tackle the electricity shortages.
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NEW AND better ways of urban planning are increasingly being identified as a solution to the challenges of urbanization going forward. Planning solutions are viewed as a strategy for building new cities and as a means for upgrading existing cities. Little clarity, however, exists about the constituents of possible new paradigms of urban planning. This paper has two objectives. The first is to draw some conclusions from past experience on building new cities and upgrading existing ones. Questions addressed include: Has building new cities in India resulted in better planned cities? What kind of impact has traditional city planning initiatives (such as the Development Plan) as well as newer initiatives (such as the City Development Plan) had on our cities? Will more such planning result in more livable cities? The second objective is to build on these conclusions to argue for a new paradigm of planning. This involves re-thinking what is planning and how it is practiced in the Indian city context, a process that will help make plans that are more appropriate to lived realities and that are more functional places for both living and working.

Building New Cities: A Mixed Picture

The term ‘greenfield’ is usually understood to mean constructing on unused land where there is no need to remodel or demolish existing structures. More than 100 greenfield towns (company towns like Jamshedpur and administrative towns like Chandigarh) were built in the three decades post independence when the state was at the commanding heights of the economy. Their contribution has been quite limited in comparison with organically developing towns. Criticism has been wide-ranging emphasising the fact that planned cities ignored lived realities particularly of poorer sections (e.g. locating their housing close to their places of work) and that engineering complex inter-connected systems comprising city economies is extremely difficult.

New planned settlements adjoining metro cities, such as Mumbai and Delhi, have fared much better although being somewhat unrecognizable today as planned cities. For, in these locations, it is the everyday practices of people that have prevailed over the plan. Despite the best efforts of CIDCO, the planning...
authority for Navi Mumbai, illegal constructions and ‘encroachments’ abound and basic service delivery is uneven although growth is rapid. Gurgaon, on the other hand, represents a highly privatized and marketized form of planning with households and buildings purchasing services such as sanitation, solid waste management and street lighting from the market. Widely successful from the point of attracting investments, industries and people, Gurgaon’s model has very high environmental and social costs. Growth in both places is characterised by booming land markets and a dynamism that renders the Development Plans (DPs) for the area subject to ongoing adjustments. While the DP is considered a top-down, comprehensive plan by experts that fixes allocations of land and resources over a 20-year period, plans in both places seem to be evolving, with many land owners developers, architects, contractors and state agencies acting to shape the plan as they want it (Shetty et al 2012). Since land values have risen dramatically, the plan, which regulates the development potential of land, becomes an important document for a range of groups who wish to influence it.

Thus, plans that were supposed to bring in orderly development are contested, modified and appropriated over time through local practices and politics resulting in a messy, albeit functional, reality. This raises the question of whether complex city-systems shaped by numerous forces and actors can ever be reduced to the singular logic of a DP built with top-down ‘expert’ knowledge.

Development Plan: Relevance to the ‘lived’ City

The Development Plan, inherited from the British, constitutes the traditional vehicle for forecasting and managing cities’ growth. While the British went on to amend their planning practice to make it more relevant to their needs, our Planning Acts have seen little fundamental change. This accounts for the considerable mismatch between the DP and the ‘lived’ city.

Typically, the DP covers only a limited proportion of the city it purportedly plans for. The area under slums, for instance is not included, as slums are considered illegal. In fact what is usually labeled the informal sector is not included within the plan. This is a fundamental flaw in the planning process because the informal sector provides a majority of jobs and contributes substantially to the city’s GDP. Far from being peripheral to the city, engaging in low productivity trading and low demand services, it sits at the centre of the city’s economy and is inextricably linked to the formal economy (Mukhopadhyay 2011).

A third of the workforce in Indian cities engaged in economic activity in places that are not traditionally considered as workplaces - the home or the street (NSS Report 519 2004-05), and 75 per cent of the workforce is informal (NSSO 2005). If such large numbers of people find no place in the plan, how do they access land and services within the city? They get infrastructure upgraded through local municipal or councilor/MLA/MP funds, especially at the time of elections. This form of city building that is incremental, mixed use, and connected to everyday politics is the dominant urbanism (Benjamin 2010).

The dominant urbanism is one that doesn’t work through the DP but in opposition to it, clearly establishing the DP’s limited relevance for the ‘lived’ city.

Planning acts typically require only the final draft plan to be published for suggestions and objections. Having little space to intervene during the making of the plan, challenges to the DP by citizens and political networks, therefore, manifest in a long-drawn out and conflicted process of planning that arises after the plan has been prepared. Sundaresan (2014) reports on how a group of citizens filed a Public Interest Litigation in the High Court of Karnataka questioning the rationale of the environmental plans, land use zoning strategy and traffic plans made by the Bangalore Master Plan(2005-15) for their neighbourhood. In 2012, the court cancelled the mixed land use strategy proposed by the Plan. Numerous such changes were made between the time of submission of the final draft of the Plan to the planning authority, the Bangalore Development Authority and its final approval two years later. On the other hand, the Corporation, that was responsible for plan implementation, selectively exploited greater construction rights granted by the new Plan without formulating appropriate building regulations that would ensure enforcement and regulation of this new construction (Mohan and Rajagopal 2010). The end result was greater construction, congestion and burden on infrastructure, problems that the new Plan was supposed to have addressed.

Arguably, the planning process with all its modifications can be seen as peoples’ efforts to make the plan developed in an alien context more relevant to lived realities. This system is by no means a just one—it is shaped by and benefits economic and political elites disproportionately.

( contd. on page 36)
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Arguably, the planning process with all its modifications can be seen as peoples’ efforts to make the plan developed in an alien context more relevant to lived realities. This system is by no means a just one—it is shaped by and benefits economic and political elites disproportionately.

**Failure in Plan Implementation or Planning by Deregulation?**

Most of the frustrations about the poor quality of life of Indian cities are seen to arise from planning violations. Slums populated by urban poor groups are seen to perpetrate such illegalities but they are not the only ones to benefit from illegalities. Globally, informal urbanization benefits middle and upper class urbanites and suburbanites much more than slum dwellers especially in the urban peripheries through informal plotting and sale of layouts (Roy 2009). Informality is thus, not synonymous with poverty (ibid).

*Globally, informal urbanization benefits middle and upper class urbanites and suburbanites much more than slum dwellers especially in the urban peripheries through informal plotting and sale of layouts (Roy 2009). Informality is thus, not synonymous with poverty*

Scholars writing on cities in India (Sarin on Chandigarh, Baviskar on Delhi, Benjamin and Nair on Bangalore) emphasise that the existence and growth of slums and illegalities of the middle and upper classes need to be understood not as ‘failures of planning’ but as an essential part of the planning process. Roy (2009) argues that rather than being about forecasting and managing growth, urban planning in India is about the management of land resources through ever-shifting processes of informality. She argues that India’s planning regime is marked by deregulation (Roy 2009). Deregulation, as opposed to unregulation, indicates a “calculated informality”, where the state deliberately withdraws regulatory power and this ambiguity shapes processes of urban development.

Kamath and Deekshit (2014) describe the case of reservations in Solapur, a town of nine lakhs in Maharashtra, to better understand how planning by deregulation actually works. In the Maharashtra Town and Country Planning Act, reservations represent an instrument whereby the planning authority can reserve certain lands for public amenities like schools or gardens and acquire the land in the public interest. If lands are reserved in the plan, then building permissions cannot be given for another use nor can the building be regularized if construction has been done. While in practice, the City Corporation rarely acquires or develops reserved lands as intended in the plan (usually citing lack of funds), politicians use the threat of putting reservations on land as a political strategy for winning support. The flexible use of reservations for political gain rather than the planning purpose of orderly development has meant that, and in turn, de-reserving or cancelling the reservation become negotiable processes. This power enables control of the land market. On the ground meanwhile almost all reservations have been informally developed as slums or layouts with only 6-9 per cent being acquired by the Corporation. This informal development has been facilitated by matching needs: (poor) communities need land for housing, land owners/developers want to earn money off reserved land that they cannot legally develop, and planners/officials profit from turning a blind eye to such development. The entire process reveals local actors’ sophisticated understanding of land dynamics and their cognition of planning instruments as a resource over which negotiations take place.

A characteristic feature of the informalised nature of planning is the shifting relationship between legality and illegality. This is exemplified in the manner in which the state wields its power to decide that what is illegal today can be regularized and made legal tomorrow. It makes a distinction however between illegalities of the rich and those of the poor. The Akshardham temple on the banks of the Yamuna, has been regularized and celebrated despite numerous planning violations, while Yamuna Pushhta, a large slum on the same riverbank, was demolished citing plan violations.

*A characteristic feature of the informalised nature of planning is the shifting relationship between legality and illegality. This is exemplified in the manner in which the state wields its power to decide that what is illegal today can be regularized and made legal tomorrow. It makes a distinction however between illegalities of the rich and those of the poor.*

Such an understanding of the regime of planning in India strongly suggests that more such planning cannot solve the problems of Indian cities as planning itself is implicated in the production of such cities and their problems.

**Planning through Projects: Becoming World-Class Cities?**

Growing disillusionment with the ability of DPs to create orderly cities has led to experimentation with a new mode of planning: strategic project-based plans. Planning through (mega) economic and infrastructure projects aims at leveraging the potential of cities as growth engines and it is hoped, will lead to the formation of world-class cities. The Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM), a central programme launched in 2005 for 65 selected cities in the country, epitomized such a trend. The Mission...
required the preparation of numerous plans and the rollout of 23 governance reforms in return for getting finances for infrastructure projects. Needing funds but being hard pressed to prepare a City Investment Plan (CIP), City Development Plan (CDP), City Sanitation Plan (CSP), City Mobility Plan (CMP) to name a few, already weak urban local bodies (ULBs) have outsourced plan preparation to external consultants. While the CDP is supposed to represent a holistic vision for the city outlining strategic areas for priority and investment, it has ended up being a collection of individual projects that has little buy-in because it was not prepared with the involvement of the ULB or people themselves (Hazards Centre 2008).

All the Mission plans constitute parallel planning processes that have no relation with the DP or each other and have no legal backing. They remain an exercise to get funds rather than to plan holistically for the needs of the city.

No attempt was made to understand the prevailing governance system and political realities of differently sized, capacitated and historicized cities so as to match the Mission to the needs of different stakeholders. In turn, states and cities have responded tactically to the Mission revealing resistance, subversion, negotiation and compliance where it suited their political and financial interests. Rather than a failure of implementation, these responses have to be understood as a political strategy by local and state level actors that have appropriated a mission planning process that gave them no role and was unsuited to their reality.

While provision of affordable housing and basic services to the urban poor was one of the major objectives of the mission, citizen groups and scholars criticize the JNNURM for not achieving this objective. Large infrastructure projects serving the better-off have received more funding than basic services that are exclusively targeted towards the poor (Mahadevia 2011). In many cities, infrastructure projects have led to eviction and displacement of slum dwellers and forced resettlement in the outskirts (Citizen Groups 2009; Mahadevia 2011). Similar to the DP, most CDPs do not plan for the informal sector.

Overall, the Mission has fared poorly in addressing its goals of providing infrastructure and reforming urban governance (Kamath and Zachariah 2013). The evidence suggests that this was because the Mission’s theory of change for Indian cities has been ‘one-size-fits-all’ in its imagination of what infrastructure and governance reforms are needed by different towns and cities and how they are to be provided to different urban dwellers. No attempt was made to understand the prevailing governance system and political realities of differently sized, capacitated and historicized cities so as to match the Mission to the needs of different stakeholders. In turn, states and cities have responded tactically to the Mission revealing resistance, subversion, negotiation and compliance where it suited their political and financial interests. Rather than a failure of implementation, these responses have to be understood as a political strategy by local and state level actors that have appropriated a mission planning process that gave them no role and was unsuited to their reality.

Conclusion

Clearly, new town planning, master planning, and more recent project-based planning have not automatically led to better planned or more livable cities. The striking commonality in these expert-driven planning approaches is the stark divide between the plan and the lived realities of those being planned for and the resultant challenging and modification of the plans. So how do we expand the outdated planning process to make it more amenable to existing structures of governance and political realities while achieving certain normative goals?

First, we need to rethink our understanding of planning based on actual practice. This involves conceptualising planning as a dialectic between technocratic and political dimensions: the static plan document prepared via a formal legal process and the dynamic and informalized process of planning constituted by back-room negotiations and outright challenges over allocation of development rights. This requires a dialogue between formal and informalised processes, not a sequential performance as happens now. It also calls for people and not just experts to be centrally involved in plan-making.
Second, we need to reverse efforts at planning that have been marked by centralization and depoliticization. We need to enhance the scope for decentralized, negotiated rule and broader and deeper public participation in the planning and land allocation process at the local level. Currently the planning authority of ULBs, although mandated by the 74th Constitutional Amendment Act, has been usurped by parastatals that operate without public accountability. Elected representatives have no official role in the preparation of the plan (which is typically the domain of experts) while they are key players in the informalized planning process, negotiating exemptions and practicing deregulation. The lack of a formal role with executive authority gives them license to intervene without being held accountable and incentivizes individual action (whether problem-solving or rent-seeking) rather than seeking more enduring institutional solutions to urban problems through the ULB. Planning is not a purely technocratic exercise but requires political involvement at multiple scales, from neighbourhood to pan-state, in order to address contemporary global realities.

Finally, we need to acknowledge that much of the city develops outside or prior to the DP and the DP cannot be the sole document that defines it. The DP and its process should not be used to reify boundaries between legality and illegality as interpretations of what is legal and illegal are subject to change and are unduly influenced by certain groups. Rather, it should focus on enhancing the functionality of the city. An important strategy for operationalizing this is to promote the viability of the informal sector. This will enhance the quality of life of many people as well as the growth of the formal economy to which the informal sector is closely linked.

Endotes

1 While applying this term to a highly populated country like India where there is little land that is not occupied/used by some group or other is a misnomer, this will not be dealt with in this paper.
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Inclusive Growth through Efficient Urban Planning

Rakesh Ranjan

A TEAM OF Indian urban planners were interacting with their counterparts in Paris. The planners in Paris were sharing their experience of building a multi-purpose community wellness – centre on a plot where a defunct railways yard was located. Our team members asked as to what was the statutory land use of the plot in their ‘master plan’ and how did city officials manage to change it. For quite sometime, our hosts could not understand the question- Land use would be what the Mayor (an elected representative) decides in consultation with community - was all that they kept on repeating. Now it was our turn to get surprised. How come their planning experts do not ordain a land use pattern? Isn’t planning a rather technical exercise?

On another occasion, in Singapore while getting a briefing on their famous public housing programme which houses more than 80 per cent of their population – an Indian planner wanted to know as to how authorities in Singapore handle unauthorized squatting by people on public land. For our hapless hosts, this question was quite incomprehensible. Success of our Public housing programme lies in the fact that it serves the need of its occupants as well as the overall requirement of the city. We take care of all segment of our population so why should someone squat on public land? - was their reply.

I have used two extreme examples: choosing two cities, managed by relying on contrasting ethos, but nonetheless considered the best run cities in the world. Singapore respects its ‘experts’ who are well grounded to listen to the need of their citizens. Paris places lot of value on opinion of its citizenry and its experts decide the ‘how’ part of the management of the city leaving ‘what’ part to the community based decision.

India is increasingly talking about ‘smart cities’. Irrespective of the meaning one attaches to this expression, it is clear that sheer scale of India’s urbanisation is overwhelming, both in terms of challenges that it poses and opportunities that it offers. This paper argues that more than anything else, a starting point of our response to meet the challenges of urbanisation is to improve the way we plan our cities - specifically in two directions: Firstly, Indian planners need to listen to the communities and secondly, like any other socio-economic enterprise, India needs to take into account the signal given by market forces while planning land use pattern in cities.

Hereafter, the paper is divided as follows: Section one takes the

India can hope to realize its dream of a slum free India only if she rationalises its land use and goes a step forward: reserves land for affordable housing and allow higher FSI
position that if India has to regain a high trajectory of inclusive growth, it is imperative that India plans for an efficient urbanisation and also strengthens the rural—urban economic linkages which includes investment in peri-urban areas. Section two explains why land use planning holds the key of efficient urbanisation particularly for promoting affordable housing and urban public transport. Finally Section three briefly points out the direction we may take.

**Strengthening Rural Urban Linkage**

Currently, in percent terms, around 31 per cent of Indian live in urban location which is low compared to many similarly placed countries: 45 per cent in China, 54 per cent in Indonesia, 78 percent in Mexico and 87 per cent in Brazil. Many believe that India would be catching up fast and is set to urbanise at an accelerated pace. There are projections that by 2031, about 600 million Indians would live in cities.

This projected high urban population has many implications for Indian growth strategy but first, let us settle an important question. Should we welcome the accelerating urbanisation including rural urban migration or see it as a failure of policy which needs to be corrected? As observed by Dr. Isher Ahluwalia in HPEC report, correlation between urbanisation and growth is quite straightforward and has been amply documented as near universal international experience. Densification of habitation and economic activity generates efficiencies by exploiting economy of agglomeration. This allows for faster creation of wealth. If nurtured properly through appropriate policies and incentives so that costs imposed by congestion do not nullify the gains of agglomeration, poor may become partner to such wealth creation leading to inclusionary growth.

In a sense the increasing attention to urbanisation is a pointer to the unfinished agenda of the Indian growth story. Way back in 1954, when Arthur W. Lewis first published his “Lewis model” of economic growth, at the risk of oversimplification, it may be said that the Indian quest for transition from a poor and subsistence economy to a rich and modern one in the period of a few five year plans got translated into two sub-goals: to substantially raise the rate of Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF) to ensure expansion of the modern sector and to ensure transition of its surplus labour from subsistence sector to this fast expanding modern sector.

By 2014, India significantly raised its rate of capital formation. However, the pace of shift of its labour force from rural sector to Manufacturing and Service sector has lagged behind. As seen in the diagram below, while agriculture produces around 13-14 per cent of GDP, it provides employment to more than half of Indian labour force.

In spatial terms, while more than 60 per cent of GDP is estimated to be originating from the urban sector, 69 per cent of India’s population still remained in the rural sector. There are a few straightforward implications of these imbalances:

a) The overall annual growth rate of Agriculture in 11th Plan was 4.1 per cent which is arguably one of its success stories. The 12th Plan targets for 4 per cent growth in agriculture. In contrast, the sectoral target annual growth rate for Industry and services sector for the 12th plan period is 7.6 per cent and 9 per cent. If poor in India wants to march towards prosperity, they should better take a fast moving train. While this seems quite obvious and a straightforward logic, even in fairly informed circles, migration away from agriculture is considered a failure of policy which needs to be “corrected”.

b) Whether this transition away from agriculture means a rural urban migration or is there a scope of retention of this labour in high growth non-agriculture sector in rural area itself? This is difficult to answer. India is witnessing diversification of occupational structure in its rural areas as well. This also explains emergence of a large number of new census towns in the last decade.: these towns whose number increased by 2,532 between 2001-2011 (as compared to increase in number of statutory towns by only 242) have all the attributes of an urban area but are still not statutorily declared as town and have a rural governance structure.

c) Even though not all persons who shift away from agriculture become a migrant to city, many
of them do migrate. However, contrary to popular perception, so far rural urban migration accounts for roughly 20 per cent of increase in urban population: a relatively insignificant proportion. However, irrespective of position one takes regarding desirability of rural urban migration, a strengthening of this trend, especially due to shift by younger rural population seems inevitable. Hence Indian cities should be prepared for providing basic amenities to this rising population.

Secondly, the areas around cities, called ‘peri-urban areas’ which is likely to receive many such persons would also require major investments to create urban amenities. Thirdly, India would also require to build new cities, especially around growth nodes which would attract these migrants.

This also lead us to an important conclusion: a shift away from agriculture would require major initiative in ensuring that jobs are created in urban areas at a faster rate and migrating population are adequately skilled. This would also make it imperative to foster the rural urban linkages rather than operating on rural versus urban framework. Failure on these counts would simply mean transformation of rural poor into urban poor and a rise in dissension among people in our cities.

To say that Indian cities deserve more investment and a better governance structure is nothing new. However, hitherto, the prime argument has been the dismal level of service delivery in Indian cities. While validity of such assertion is not questioned here, the preceding discussion shows that case for efficient urbanisation is much more stronger from the point of view of achieving a faster and inclusive growth. In short, cities need to emerge as ‘engine of inclusive economic growth’.

**Land Use Planning**

What are the implications for urban land use if we have to ensure that fruit of our development is shared by the people nearing bottom percentile of our populations in terms of income? Before we examine these issues, it is perhaps essential to understand as to who these people are!

A simple answer is that we should concern ourselves largely with urban poor, enumerated on the basis of a poverty line. However, determination of any poverty is mired into controversy forcing Governments of the day to resort to easy option of de-linking target groups in a development scheme from officially determined poverty line. Fortunately, for an urban planner, there are easier options. All that she has to do is to note the attributes of relatively poorer household and attempt to mitigate their difficulties by ensuring that they have access to basic urban amenities.

While opinion on what constitute an irreducible basic services may differ, in this paper, it is assumed that affordable housing, access to electricity, basic health and education, water supply, sanitation and reliable public urban transport largely determine the quality of life and ease of livelihood. Of these, rationalization of land use pattern is most critical for affordable housing and creation of an efficient urban public transport. This section concentrates on these two issues.

**Affordable housing**: A Technical Committee headed by Prof. Amitabh Kundu estimated shortage of about 18.78 million dwelling units in urban India in 2012. 80 per cent of this shortfall is on account of ‘congestion factor’ i.e. households in which married couples do not have separate rooms. To address housing needs of relatively poor urban India, India has to rehabilitate its slum dwellers and take measures to augment supply of and demand for affordable housing. In both these tasks, a key factor for success of any strategy is to have an appropriate urban land use policy.

It is easy to understand why. A house is not simply a structure of brick and mortar. Seen from the eyes of the citizenry, this is a place from where they go for earning their livelihood, where their children return after school and where they look forward to realize their dream. Hence, while it is quite correct to emphasize that when India builds pucca houses for all by 2022, such houses would have electricity, water supply, sanitation and broadband, emphasis on location of such affordable house in a city is a matter of equal importance. Hence any strategy that ignores the organic relationship between livelihood and shelter is bound to give sub-optimal result.

This has many implications for urban planning. A slum rehabilitation strategy that disrupts livelihood by locating the slums on the outskirts of cities would fail. As long as land prices are absurdly high in urban India or the city Governments are unable to reserve land for affordable housing, no matter what we do, India would continue to face massive shortage in affordable housing segment.

**Urban Public Transport**

A quick search on internet would yield countless photographs of choked roads in Indian cities. In case you are not among the select few, chances are that your commute time eats up your most productive time. Alain Bertaud, a famous urban planner once rightly remarked that proletariat of today are those who have long commute time. The challenges in urban transport sector are well known. However,
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while finding solutions, the attention is generally confined to investment, whereas a large part of problem is due to our urban planning.

The picture is from Delhi, accessed from internet. Our first impression is the sheer number of cars though public buses - purchased largely from Central grant under Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) are also seen. An investment based solution, very popular with many of our urban planners is to make a fly-over or broaden the road wherever possible. While such measures have their own usefulness, change in urban land use policy as a tool for solving India’s traffic problem is often lost sight of.

Let us see this picture again and compare it with an important road in any smart city in the world. The density, measured in terms of allowable limit of construction, (ie Floor Surface Index – FSI in short, defined as ratio of built area to the plot area) along any important transport network in India is very low. Low FSI in general and lack of densification along major transport arterials affects efficiency in our cities in many ways:

Firstly, if population of a city rises, it expands horizontally. A 50 km drive to meet your relative or to go to work in a city like Delhi is quite common. A large city, besides diverting fertile land away from agriculture, *ceteris paribus*, implies a longer commute time.

Secondly, if cities are not compact, ridership of public transport decreases. Thirdly, disperse population means absence of last mile connectivity to a public transport. While in policy discourse, quite often, car owners are criticized for appropriating scarce road space, it is seldom realized that driving a car through choked street is no longer fun. People use cars because they have to. Hence failure of Delhi Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system is not because rich car owners supposed propensity to use personalized vehicles or because of narrow roads but due to failure of urban planning. FSI, along the influence zone of BRT in Delhi is low and a majority of commuter needs to travel 2-3 km to use BRT.

**Directional Points**

All along section two, it has been asserted that a large part of problem in our approach to affordable housing and urban transport lies in urban planning. There are many ways in which urban planning can be improved. This paper recognizes two major flaws in our approach to urban planning so far: firstly, a systemic neglect of market signals while planning land use and secondly failure to engage with community.

A few caveats are in order. This paper does not question the technical competence of Indian planners. Neither does it makes any attempt to trivialize the technical nature of urban planning by suggesting that every land use pattern has to be determined on the basis of market signals or as per the desire of the community. Readers, would also immediately realize that a land use dictated by market forces may be quite different from what the community wants. This paper however, takes the position that while both market signals and feedback from community are valuable inputs in urban planning, in majority of the cases no attempt is being made to ascertain them.

What do market signals tell us? It is a common knowledge that if metro rail network passes through an area, the real estate prices shoot up. The price signal indicates that society places a higher value on properties connected by metro rail network. A relative increase in the value of land would dictate that land is more intensively used which in turn would dictate a higher FSI. While it is nobody’s case that a society has to necessarily raise FSI along its metro network (there may be many reasons to not to raise FSI, for instance - aesthetics, environmental or security consideration), it does mean that failure to do so would lead to inefficiency in urban land use pattern. It would also incentivise violation of building regulations and would raise the cost of monitoring and preventing them. A direct corollary of ignoring market signals would be a spatial mismatch between supply and demand of urban service. Another is a failure to integrate land use pattern with urban transport planning.

A quick search on internet would yield countless photographs of choked roads in Indian cities.

In case you are not among the select few, chances are that your commute time eats up your most productive time. Alain Bertaud, a famous urban planner once rightly remarked that proletariat of today are those who have long commute time.
It is also important to emphasize that a careful reading of market signal also enables the city governments to generate resources. In Vadodara, until recently, the old bus stand was a dilapidated building located in the centre of the town. As the city grew, the land prices adjoining the bus stand became very high. However, local regulation mandated a low FSI and also a ceiling of 10 per cent of the land to be used for commercial purpose. Clearly the regulations were out of tune with the market.

An intelligent change in land use changed everything. Restriction of low FSI and ceiling of 10 per cent of plot area for commercial utilizations were removed. Without using any public fund, a new bus station with modern services was constructed which was financed by leasing out shop floors in the additional construction allowed over the bus station. The example clearly indicates that by using the market signal, city governments can devise land based financial instruments for innovating funding of urban amenities.

The upshot is that Indian urban planners need not always remain in denial of the market realities. Rather, wherever possible, unless there is clear cut evidence of market being distorted or biased, efficient urbanisation is most likely the outcome, if we learn to work with the markets rather than opposing them through regulations. We need to change our mindset about slums. They are not examples of deviant behaviour of an urban poor, but an expression of rational response to market realities by slum households who, as per a recently conducted study contribute no less than 7 per cent of GDP of a city. India can hope to realize its dream of a slum free India only if she rationalises its land use and goes a step forward: reserves land for affordable housing and allow higher FSI.

We now turn to the issue of public participation in urban planning and its management. After all, it does make sense to consult people for whom the cities are planned and schemes are launched. However, one can legitimately argue that planning urban amenities is a technical exercise, better left to technocrats. Absence of any effective mechanism for engaging community is another challenge. Further, it’s a common knowledge that there is nothing like homogenous communities where we can get a clear cut answer. While there is some merit in all these assertions, none of them constitute a valid case for not consulting the community altogether.

Indian urban planners need not always remain in denial of the market realities. Rather, wherever possible, unless there is clear cut evidence of market being distorted or biased, efficient urbanisation is most likely the outcome, if we learn to work with the markets rather than opposing them through regulations.

Under JNNURM, States were mandated to enact a suitable legislation for community participation. Further, cities were to draw a City Development Plan (CDP) through a participatory process. The idea was that this would automatically reveal the preference of the citizens and would ensure basic services to urban poor. However, barring a few exception, this is not what unfolded in reality. Pendent for quick technical solution among many urban planners led to preparation of CDPs without any worthwhile consultation with community. What is worse, in many cases, citing lack of requisite capacity, urban local bodies were not involved in this exercise. There is no wonder then that an ordinary citizen today considers ‘master plan’ of a city as a tool for regulation and control rather than a blue print for making a smart city consistent with their aspirations.

An improvement in urban planning in general and land use planning in particular along the indicated directions are pre-requisite for creating smart cities and maintain fast and inclusive growth. This would also allow us to prepare our cities to welcome the migrants so that we can reap the ‘demographic dividends’ which the providence has bestowed upon us.

Notes and References
2. The pace of urbanisation is a matter of intense debate. Firstly, since definition of what is urban differ across countries. On this count, many feel that India’s urbanisation is understated. Many also point out that shift away from agriculture based occupation is taking place within rural areas as well and increasingly they are acquiring characteristics of urban areas despite being classified as rural. Kundu (2011) has demonstrated that, core of larger Indian cities are showing exclusionary traits and contrary to popular perception do not receive flow of migrants to the scale to which such engine of growths other wise would have done.
3. 12th Five Year Plan, Government of India, chapter 18, page 658.
4. Validity of assumption in Lewis Model that market signal do not work in traditional sector has been criticized. However, the sub-goals mentioned here are valid.
5. This also explains partly the emphasis of the present Government on what is being termed as ‘rurbanisation’
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Sustainable Financing for Indian Cities

Anand Sahasranaman
Vishnu Prasad

UNICIPAL FINANCES in India are characterised by the constant tension between funds and functions of local governments. Cities in India have insufficient revenue tools to meet their expenditure requirements. While the 74th Constitutional Amendment Act (CAA) devolved a great deal of functional autonomy to local governments, a commensurate devolution of financial autonomy was absent. Out of the 18 functions to be performed by municipal bodies under the 74th CAA, less than half have a corresponding source of financing. Furthermore, most local governments cannot set tax rates or change the bases of collection without the explicit concurrence of state governments. The high degree of influence that state governments wield in circumscribing the financial autonomy of local governments is evident from the fact that some state governments have, at times, abolished important sources of own revenue for municipalities without providing adequate substitute sources of revenue such as when Rajasthan and Haryana abolished property taxes without consulting urban local governments, or when Punjab, again with no consultation, raised the threshold for property taxes so high that almost two-thirds of the properties were exempt from taxation. However, not all problems of municipal financing in India are attributable to the upper tiers of governments. Local governments have failed to utilise adequately even those tax and fee powers that they have been vested with, in particular by failing to put forth an adequate collection effort. For instance, the Thirteenth Finance Commission estimated that the collection efficiency for property taxes for India stood at 37 per cent, an abysmally low number. The very low levels of own revenue generation in Indian cities have precluded them from providing even the most basic public services to their citizens. For instance, 40 per cent of Hyderabad’s population lacks access to direct water supply connections and 50 per cent of households in Bangalore do not have sewerage connections. While the thrust of Urban Policy in India has been on the metropolitan centres, the current state of public infrastructure and service delivery in India’s small and medium cities is, if anything, even more alarming than that in the larger ones. For instance, in the small city of Srirangapatna in Karnataka, we find that close to 39 per cent have no access to garbage collection services and the road network backlog is close to 51 per cent.

...the failure to sustainably finance the provision of basic levels of infrastructure and service delivery in our cities will significantly hamper the nation’sability to reap the benefits of urbanisation and economic growth. Indian cities will, therefore, need to increasingly generate higher levels of own source revenue and efficiently use market based financing mechanisms to ensure minimum levels of service delivery.

Anand Sahasranaman is the Executive Director of the IFMR Finance Foundation, a policy research institution focused on issues of financial system design such as customer protection, institutional design of the financial system and sustainable financing for cities. His writing has been published in reputed academic journals and he has contributed chapters to books on banking in India, mobilising capital in emerging markets, and urbanisation. Vishnu Prasad works with the IFMR Finance Foundation and has been involved in shaping the policy research agenda on urban finance and customer protection.
The central question that therefore confronts us, in the context of cities both big and small, is that how can cities sustainably finance the development of public infrastructure to ensure service delivery that conforms to the laid-out benchmarks for all citizens in the next fifteen years?

Sources of Financing for Cities

There are two sources of municipal revenue, namely municipal own revenues and assigned or devolved revenues. Municipal own revenues are revenues generated by municipalities through taxes and fees levied by them, such as property taxes and water charges. Assigned revenues are those revenues assigned to local governments by higher tiers of government, such as the State Finance Commission recommended funding assignments. Local governments can also get funding for the execution of programmes situated at the central or state level such as the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGA) or state level housing schemes.

The central question that therefore confronts us, in the context of cities both big and small, is that how can cities sustainably finance the development of public infrastructure to ensure service delivery that conforms to the laid-out benchmarks for all citizens in the next fifteen years?

India’s current urban infrastructure investment mandate encompasses two distinct requirements: first, to ensure that the current backlogs in infrastructure provision and service delivery are met sufficiently in the next fifteen years; and second, to meet all additional infrastructure requirements on account of growth in population and economic activity over this time. The Report on Indian Urban Infrastructure and Services (2011) estimates that Indian cities need to invest Rs. 40 lakh crore (at 2009-10 prices) on urban infrastructure over the 20-year period from 2012 to 2031. Bankrolling cities through grants and programs like the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) exerts considerable fiscal burden on upper tiers of governments. Considering the scale of investment that is required and the fiscal situation of both the central and state governments, this overwhelming fiscal dependence that local governments have developed on state and central governments is unsustainable. In this scenario, Indian cities will necessarily need to generate higher levels of own revenue through local taxes and fees, and supplement this with borrowing from the capital market.

Internal Revenue Generation

Any discussion of the financing options available to a municipality will have to begin with an understanding of the finances that it generates internally. This is because, at a fundamental level, the internal revenue generation of a municipality is a reflection of the quality of its governance, and the transparency and accountability of its administration. An assessment of the internal financing capability of a municipality is, therefore, a judgement on its governance standards. A better governed municipality implies better information availability, better assessment capability and better collection efficiencies that are then reflected in the quantum of revenues generated through internal funding levers.

The Twelfth Finance Commission indicates that total revenue of the Indian municipal sector in 2001-02 was merely 0.67 per cent of GDP, of which municipalities’ own revenues constituted only 0.38 per cent. Not only are these small numbers by normative standards, they are also well below that of other emerging economies like Brazil which, for example, has municipal revenues at 7.4 per cent of GDP and own revenues at 2.6 per cent of GDP. Furthermore, there is a worrying trend of the declining ratio of own revenue to cities’ total revenue from 63.5 per cent in 2002-03 to 52.9 per cent in 2007-08.

Property Taxes

Property taxes are the most important individual revenue source for municipalities. The Thirteenth Finance Commission estimates that property taxes collected constitute between 0.16 per cent and 0.24 per cent of the GDP. The issues they highlight include poor assessment rate of properties at 56 per cent, poor collection efficiency at 37 per cent and more fundamentally, the property valuation methodologies used.

The central question that therefore confronts us, in the context of cities both big and small, is that how can cities sustainably finance the development of public infrastructure to ensure service delivery that conforms to the laid-out benchmarks for all citizens in the next fifteen years?

A good property tax system is predicated on five pillars—identification, inventory management, assessment, collection, and enforcement mechanisms. The implementation of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) to map all the properties in a city can have a huge impact on the assessment rate of properties as it provides the municipal administration a visual, spatial tool pinpointing the location of properties that are not in the tax net. GIS implementation by cities in India has been slow to take off, but cities such as Ahmedabad, Bangalore and Hyderabad now have GIS maps that are beginning to be used for property tax assessment. In fact, the Thirteenth Finance Commission also estimates that if all-India property assessment rates and collection efficiencies were both at 85 per cent, the revenues generated by property taxes would be 0.68 per cent of GDP, three to four times their current levels.

As far as assessment methodology is concerned, there has been some progress in reforming the system.
in recent years with the advent of JNNURM, requiring reform of rent control laws. Therefore, some states have amended their rent control acts and redesigned their property tax regimes to a quasi-market Area-based system, which bases the value of the property on the location and usage characteristics of the property, away from the older Rental Value based mechanisms. It is essential that all cities in India are incentivised to move towards such Area-based systems, and ultimately towards a Capital Value based system, so that increments in land value can be better captured. This can make property taxes a buoyant source of revenue. The Thirteenth Finance Commission indicates that property taxes in OECD countries are at around 2 per cent of GDP, while those in developing and transitional economies are at 0.65 per cent. India, with property taxes at 0.20 per cent of GDP, has to move towards these benchmarks. Even at 0.50 per cent GDP, the property tax collection in India would be at a very substantial Rs. 20,000 crore as compared to the Rs. 8,000 crore currently. At OECD levels, this amount could approach Rs. 1 lakh crore.

Another important aspect of the property tax regime in India is that property rates are, to a large extent, set by the state government and not by the city. This is not in keeping with the principle of decentralisation and effectively takes out the prime funding lever available to a municipality. Without property taxes, a city is essentially left with a heavy load of responsibilities to fulfil without any significant funding lever. In this context, it is instructive to look at the property tax regimes in similar developing countries such as South Africa that have mandated that the Capital Value System be used to value properties in all municipalities, and have also specified that all properties be valued every 5 years. This clear centrally mandated legislation has helped ensure that property tax rates and collections are controlled by cities, but within reasonable limits in order to prevent distortionary rates.

**User Charges**

A second major funding handle available to municipalities is that of user charges for public services such as water supply, sewerage and garbage disposal. These are goods that have a private characteristic, in that the benefits of these services can be said to be ‘private’ at the level of the household. Since there are no public ‘spill-over’ effects to contend with, levying user charges on these services is eminently feasible. However, revenues generated from user charges are abysmally low in India, as evidenced by the statistic that non-tax revenues from all ULBs amounted to 0.18 per cent of the GDP. In the absence of a user charge regime, cities are severely handicapped in their ability to provide even the basic minimum services.

For sustainable delivery of a basic minimum quality of a service, it is essential to charge user levies that cover for the on-going Operating & Maintenance (O&M) costs. Despite the fact that this has received considerable focus under the JNNURM, less than 10 cities have achieved full cost recovery for water supply and sewerage services, while less than five cities have achieved full cost recovery in solid waste services. It is pertinent to add here that, in most cases, cities have to get the approval of state governments for levying user charges and this hampers their ability to set user fee rates that they consider appropriate. Like in the case of property taxes, the power to levy charges must be in the hands of the city in order to incentivise improved service provision.

Periodic revisions in user charges are also required in order to recover the expenses incurred in service provision. But increase in user charges must also be accompanied by perceptible improvements in service delivery, in order to ensure that the fee increase is palatable to the paying public. Experiences in India and around the world have demonstrated that households are willing to pay for the availability of reliable and continuous services. Cities should be able to charge appropriate user levies and ensure that any cross-subsidisation be planned in such a manner that the overall O&M cost is recovered, even if equity considerations require that different segments of the population are charged differently.

Unless cities are able to generate much higher levels of revenue through property taxes and user charges, it is difficult to see how the mandate for higher quality public service delivery in India can be achieved. For instance, if Indian cities managed to attain the...

...households are willing to pay for the availability of reliable and continuous services. Cities should be able to charge appropriate user levies and ensure that any cross-subsidisation be planned in such a manner that the overall O&M cost is recovered, even if equity considerations require that different segments of the population are charged differently.

Internal revenue generation benchmarks established in comparison to countries like Brazil, internal revenues generated would be seven times the amount today. Such an increase in the own revenues base would also mean that the relationship between own revenues and assigned/devolved revenues can be fundamentally altered by an order of magnitude: from a ratio of 1.3 currently to potentially 9 or 10. This, in many ways, represents the immense potential for growth of own source of revenue in Indian cities.

**Leveraging Markets for Financing**

Once the own revenue levers of a city are in working order, it opens up the possibility of raising funding from
debt capital markets. Internal revenue sources like the property tax and user charges are the most critical funding levers available to a municipality because without effective, predictable generation of internal revenues, it will be a tremendous challenge to attract new, external sources of funding. External sources, whether in the form of bank loans, bonds or other capital market instruments, will be available to municipalities only on the basis of the internal revenues they generate now and are expected to generate in the future. This is because, any debt is just an upfront source of fund which is predicated on predictable, regular repayments from revenue that the municipality is reasonably expected to generate in the future and therefore, cannot be thought of as an additional source of funding. Debt therefore, provides for maturity transformation, enabling longer term planning by cities. A municipality will need to demonstrate that it is capable of generating this stable stock of funds on an on-going basis before it can expect to attract external debt. Therefore, the internal sources of funding of a municipality need to be in good order prior to contemplating leverage by external, commercial debt.

It is important to realise that there is nothing inherently desirable about accessing capital markets for funds; if the central or state governments were able to guarantee low cost funding for all of a city’s needs then naturally that would be the most attractive option for the city. However, given the reality of fiscal constraints on the centre and the states and the magnitude of financing required for cities, raising funding from the capital market becomes imperative.

**Municipal Bonds**

The idea of municipal bonds is not new to India. The 1998 bond issue by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation to finance water supply infrastructure marked the beginning of municipal bond market development in India. Subsequently, municipal bonds have been issued by Hyderabad, Chennai, Nagpur, Indore, Madurai, Ludhiana and Vishakapatnam among others. The introduction of tax-free municipal bonds in 2000 led to a slew of tax-free bond issues; more than Rs. 900 crore of tax-free municipal bonds were issued. The municipal bond market seemed poised for a substantial increase in issuance volumes, but this has not materialised, and part of the reason for this could be attributed to the JNNURM. Out of the overall sanctioned investment of Rs. 1.15 lakh crore under JNNURM, about 53 per cent came in the form of assistance from the Central Government, which while undoubtedly demonstrating increased investment in urban infrastructure, also illustrated the disincentive for cities to attract funding from the market. This rightly sparked concerns regarding the ‘crowding out’ of commercial funds by government money, as evidenced by lower levels of municipal bond issuances after the advent of the JNNURM. Programs such as JNNURM or the newly proposed 100 smart cities project need to explicitly require that grant funds be leveraged with debt from the capital markets, thus ensuring that scarce government resources are spread across many more critical public projects than would be possible if each project were to be financed completely or substantially using these grants.

The municipal bond market has also seen some very valuable innovation in the form of the pooled bond mechanism to enable small and medium sized cities that lack the requisite creditworthiness and expertise to access the capital market on their own. Pooled Financing enables a number of cities to come together and borrow under one umbrella and avail the benefits of economies of scale and credit enhancement, thereby allowing them access to the capital markets at a lower cost than if they had each attempted to access the markets on their own. Pooled Financing, as a concept, has been proven with successful bond issues in Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. This concept has tremendous benefits in terms of helping smaller cities build capacities, improve the quality of their processes and systems and become stronger, more creditworthy entities. State Pooled Financing Entities (SPFEs) have been set up in a number of states to promote Pooled Finance issues, but most SPFEs are yet to be operationalised. There needs to be a greater thrust in ensuring that this market is active and smaller municipalities have the opportunity to access the debt capital markets.

There is also one piece of critical market infrastructure that is currently missing in the Indian context. A market making institution that provides guarantees and credit enhancements for municipal debt issuances. This institution could catalyse activity in the municipal bond market by adopting strategies such as: (i) providing guarantees on municipal debt to entice commercial banks to lend to municipalities, (ii) investing in lower rated tranches of municipal bond issuances, thereby incentivising private investors to invest in the higher rated portions of the capital structure, (iii) underwriting specific pooled bond issues and (iv) providing subordinate debt to a pool of projects raising bond finance. In South Africa, for instance, the Development Bank of South Africa plays this market making role using instruments such as credit guarantees. In the Indian context, an institution like HUDCO could become a market maker by reorienting its focus away from being a subsidised lender to large power and gas projects and closer to its original mandate of financing urban infrastructure. HUDCO can thus, on one hand, expose municipalities’ true creditworthiness to the market and thus incentivising them to address their governance and service delivery issues, and on the other hand, can help attract commercial funds into investing in credit enhanced municipal debt as well as allowing lower rated municipalities to access the debt market.

In conclusion, the failure to sustainably finance the provision of basic levels of infrastructure and service delivery in our cities will significantly hamper the nation’s ability to reap the benefits of urbanisation and economic growth. Indian cities will, therefore, need to increasingly generate higher levels of own source revenue and efficiently use market based financing mechanisms to ensure minimum levels of service delivery.
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A Perspective for Slum Free India

Amitabh Kundu

HERE IS A significant gap between conceptualisation and operationalization under Rajiv Awas Yojana (RAY), a major programme of the central government designed with the vision of making urban India slum free. This had raised expectations in different quarters in different ways. The poor and the homeless, who had been harboring a dream of having some kind of a shelter since Independence, now hoped that RAY would turn this into reality. The real estate lobby, which had feared over more than half a decade that the housing bubble was about to burst, saw great concessions and incentives coming into this sector. Similarly, the banking sector saw a growth potential for their advances through benefits envisaged for housing loans. The most fascinated with the vision of slum free India was understandably the urban middle class and the elites. They were relieved that their cities would be free from the problems of law and order, unsanitary hygienic conditions etc., which are generally associated with slum dwellers and were not concerned whether this would happen through evictions or in-situ upgradation of slums.

RAY: Operationalisation & Framework

The content and stipulations of RAY need to be examined in the context of the pattern of exclusionary urbanization that has been ongoing in the country for at least the last three decades. The Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM), serves as an effective reference point, in fact, the real starting point for RAY. The conceptualisation of the latter needs to be evaluated in the context of the demand to make the cities ‘smart’ and globally competitive. More specifically, it would be important to examine the framework of RAY in the context of land availability in the cities for the Mission, tenability of slums, eligibility of slum dwellers and their affordability (Kundu 2012). All these four issues have a direct bearing on the demographic growth in the JNNURM/RAY cities and the share of the poor in that, which would be a reflection of “economic inclusivity and efficiency” of the cities.

Land Availability and Tenability

The most critical issue in RAY is the need to make land available free of cost by the implementing agency. If any state or city cannot provide land free for the Mission, it cannot ask for...
funds from the central government. The point, therefore, is how a local body can obtain and provide land at no cost. One may speculate that since the slum-dwellers, constituting around 18 to 20 per cent of urban population, occupy only 3 to 4 per cent of urban land, getting this bit of land will not be very difficult. It would be important to point out that most of the slums are located in the central areas of the cities where land values are very high and there are strong vested interests to grab this land.

...when in the city Master Plan, the usage of certain land has not been defined and if there is no owner of the plot, it has been considered tenable. Many of the cities, trying to attract global and national capital, look at the issue of tenability from the viewpoint of profitability. They decide tenability by considering the value of land and declare only the low valued land within the city or its periphery as tenable.

Lack of land availability and differences in the perceptions and definitions of tenability have made RAY a non-starter in several cities. This was the case with JNNURM as well. In majority of cases, the local institutions including resident associations pressurised the government not to acquire their land for the mission, citing the clause of non-tenability. In most cases, the implementing agency or the district level authority are incapable of resolving the issues regarding tenability due to strong vested interests at the ground level. The National Advisory Committee had advised that the District Collector should be in charge of resolving the matters regarding tenability. It would be impossible for the Collector to do that unless there are clear-cut guidelines from the central and state government, stating the criteria and specifications for tenability.

Statistics on slums available from the NSS can help in classifying them based on their characteristics. In fact, it should be possible to include a few distinguishing features of tenable slums in the forthcoming surveys of NSS so that their identification can be done on a more objective basis. Based on these data, it should be possible to argue that certain states, say Maharashtra, should on an average have 70 per cent slums as tenable. It would then be somewhat binding on the cities in Maharashtra not to declare less than the stipulated number of slums as tenable under RAY. The figure can be 65 per cent in some cities but would be 75 to 80 per cent in others. Since such norms have not been specified at national or state level, it has been possible for the local authorities to get away by declaring only 25 to 30 per cent slums as tenable. Unless the central and state governments specify a clear definition for tenability through the guidelines, this issue cannot be resolved at local levels and is bound to face legal hurdles. However, when it is resolved that 75 per cent slums in a state must be declared tenable, not much land can be usurped by the local authorities for generating resources. Furthermore, it should be made clear that these tenable areas cannot be given to private builders for their business.

Identification of Eligible Households

The questions of land availability and tenability refer to supply side problems while on the demand side, there are issues of determining eligibility of the households and their affordability. Indeed, eligibility for subsidised housing is a major point of contestation in operationalizing RAY.

Unless the central and state governments specify a clear definition for tenability through the guidelines, this issue cannot be resolved at local levels and is bound to face legal hurdles. However, when it is resolved that 75 per cent slums in a state must be declared tenable, not much land can be usurped by the local authorities for generating resources. Furthermore, it should be made clear that these tenable areas cannot be given to private builders for their business.
it will inevitably specify documents like voter identity cards, ration cards, Aadhaar etc. as essential requirements which will defeat the purpose of the Mission since many slum dwellers, despite being there for decades, have failed in obtaining these documents.

A commendable work was done in this regard by Society for the Promotion of Area Resource Centres (SPARC) in the late 1990s, in collaboration with the state government of Maharashtra and Mumbai Municipal Corporation.

For operationalization of the survey, a cut-off date for the arrival of the slum dweller in the city would have to be determined, although this need not be fixed once for all. Such a survey process needs to be formal but participatory with some amount of flexibility with regard to the requirements of documents and procedures. More importantly, there has to be some kind of legal backing for such surveys through the involvement of concerned departments of the state and local government. The involvement of the local community would be equally important. Unfortunately, massive amount of money has been spent on conducting slum surveys under JNNURM/RAY. Meetings were held to formalize the questionnaire for the survey and determine the list of documents that are to be considered admissible. Unfortunately, surveys were undertaken in several cities, for political and administrative reasons, without any finalisation of the list of documents or procedures.

**Housing Affordability**

Bankability of the Mission has been an important concern in the context of adopting an eligibility criterion. The Deepak Parekh Committee (Committee for Affordable Housing, Ministry for Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation, 2004) defined affordable housing in a very open ended manner. It decided that a household should pay a monthly instalment, which at current prices, will now be about Rs.3000 towards repayment of the loan. If we take the much maligned poverty line of Rs.32 per day and update by a consumer price-index, the monthly income for a household of average size at poverty line would work out to be about Rs. 6,500, if we use city specific price-index for Delhi. For smaller towns, the figure would be around Rs. 5800 to Rs.6000. It is not a decent income but twenty per cent of urban households simply cannot pay this monthly instalment for the bottom 30 per cent of the urban population. Based on the 2009-10 data on consumption-expenditures of NSS, one can argue that the maximum monthly loan repayment capacity of the bottom 30 per cent of urban households could not be more than Rs.850 which is equal to almost their total non-food expenditure. At current prices, the figure would be revised to Rs. 1000. It is clear that requiring Rs.2800 to Rs.3000 as monthly payment would imply exclusion of the neediest. Undoubtedly, a monthly installment of Rs. 1000 would not give a reasonable dwelling unit in large cities, even when the cost of the land is taken by public authorities. If bankability of the mission is a major concern, the size of the covered area for the slum houses under RAY will have to be brought down to 120 square feet. In order to give the minimum acceptable area of 180 square feet, there has to be additional interest and cash subsidy.

**Exclusionary Urbanisation in JNNURM Cities**

Considering the 65 big cities where the JNNURM was implemented, one would note that (a) there has been a slowing down in the growth rate of population and, more importantly, (b) the share of slum population in urban areas has gone down dramatically, as one would infer from the data of the Population Census 2011 and National Sample Survey (NSS) 69th Round. The fact of the reduction in the percentage of slum population needs to be seen in...
the light of an increased ‘sanitization of cities’, which includes the eviction of slums and pushing these into the city peripheries. The demolition of slums that were in bad conditions and did not have the basic services would understandably improve the average quality of living in the slums and result in an increase in the percentage of persons having access to basic amenities. Also, greater access to civic amenities would be possible through relocation and peripheralization of the slums.

JNNURM, by all demographic indicators, has proved to be exclusionary for the 65 mission cities. Here, there has been a distinct decline in the growth rate of population as also in poverty. The rapid reduction in demographic growth of most of the JNNURM cities cannot be attributed to the declining trends in fertility or mortality. Part of the explanation lies in a reduction in the rate of absorption of the migrants in these cities. Further, one has reasonably reliable evidence from NSS that the percentage of poor has gone down significantly in the million-plus JNNURM cities.

Perspective for Operationalization

There is a growing recognition among planners and administrators that small and medium towns have more serious infrastructural deficiency and record much higher percentage of population without basic amenities than the larger cities. This should compel the policy makers towards addressing the deficiencies of electricity, water, sanitation facilities in these towns. The present thrust of JNNURM and RAY on the big cities must change. There is an urgent need to launch a Mission similar to JNNURM to strengthen the provisioning of basic amenities in small and medium towns. The 2011 Census has identified 2800 new towns, many among which have shown growth of non-agricultural activities and the potential for diversification of their economy.

JNNURM cities declared their land under slum as non-tenable for one reason or another. The slum dwellers, on the other hand, did not want, and for good reasons, to get relocated outside the city. Given such ground realities, the national dream of slum-free India has become impossible to achieve. And yet, it is well known that if 60 to 70 per cent of the land can be declared tenable, two to three times the total population living currently in the slums can be accommodated by building 2-3 story apartments and better designing of the settlements.

This Mission must operate within a participatory framework. The houses must be built through active involvement of the slum dwellers, as per their needs and affordability, backed up by government subsidies, although the role of private builders cannot be ruled out, particularly in large cities, where land is scarce. The latter, however, must not be allowed to build multi-storeyed apartments in the name of the poor and put that into market for sale. RAY has two basic components: one, housing, and two infrastructure and basic amenities. Unfortunately, under JNNURM, the balance between the two was not maintained and the programme for Basic Services for the Poor got transformed into multi-storeyed housing scheme. Understandably, these houses mostly were beyond the affordability of the poor and more importantly, such schemes could not be upscaled to cover the whole city due to limitation of resources.

If we believe that a serious attempt must be made to provide houses to the slum dwellers, free land must be made available to the Mission, the cost of housing must be subsidised up to fifty per cent and, above all, the size of the built up area must be realistically determined between 180 and 200 square feet so that loan repayment for the households becomes feasible.
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Nine Transmission Projects Cleared

Nine new transmission projects at an aggregate cost of over Rs 12,500 crore have been cleared to fast track building of high capacity inter-State power transmission lines to benefit Harayana, Chhattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra by enabling high capacity lines carrying upto 2100 MW power each, apart from construction of new transmission substations. Approx. 28000 MW of inter-regional transmission capacity will be added in the next three years so that total capacity is enhanced to more than 66,000 MW by 2017.
The growth of India shall be written on the canvas of planned urban development is the mission statement on the website of the Ministry of Urban Development, GOI. The recent Union Budget and the policies of the new government have once again established planned and well serviced urbanization as the chosen path to rapid economic development for India. Infrastructure, technology and ‘smart’ urban development has been put high on the agenda of growth. At the same time, the budget aims to tackle the issues of housing and housing finance for economically weaker groups in urban areas. All legitimate priorities, but the key question to be raised is whether the country has the kind of planners who can envisage and facilitate an urban growth encompassing both the need for modernization and the abject urban poverty that is evident in our cities.

The ‘failure’ of urban planning in India is an often repeated subject of discussion round board room and living room tables alike. The everyday experience of overcrowded, chaotic and polluted cities with failing infrastructure and inaccessible governance institutions makes urban planners a natural scapegoat for blame. The solution then lies in better ‘future proofing’ or making plans that cater to real projections of growth and with an equitable and fair planning for all. Future proofing in this context means plans that reflect the needs of the future in a realistic and reliable manner, while being representative of the challenges of the present. A tall order for planners considering the challenges facing them.

The Challenge of Large Numbers

According to the Census of 2011, 65 million urban dwellers live in slums or substandard housing which is not fit for human habitation. Which means every one in five urban resident is deprived of basic infrastructure and a decent standard of living. The Census of 2011 also reports that for the first time since independence, the growth rate of urban areas in India has been higher than in rural areas – 32 per cent (377 million people) of India now lives in urban centers and the number is growing at a decadal growth rate of 31-32 per cent since 1991. The slum population on the other hand, had a decadal growth rate of 37 per cent since 2001.

A recent report on Indian urban infrastructure and services (HPEC Report, March 2011) finds that there is a backlog of 50 – 80 per cent in investment on urban infrastructure in most cities in India. The estimated investment required in urban infrastructure is of the tune of Rs. 39.2 lakh crores in the period 2012 – 31. This accounts for increasing the spending on urban infrastructure from 0.7 per cent in 2011-12 to 1.1 per cent by 2031-32. The report goes on to say...
that the backlog of investment is not only in terms of physical infrastructure but the need for upgrading governance and service delivery in urban areas.

Informality and Inequity

The Indian economy, not least the urban Indian economy is predominantly ‘informal’. Definitional differences aside, the now dissolved National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (NCEUS) estimated in 2009 that 86 per cent of the employment in the nation was in the unorganized/informal sector in 2004-05. With such a large share of urban employment in the informal and unorganized sectors, most urban development takes place outside the domains of the formal and planned city. Informal land markets, construction and unregulated spatial development are the order of the day. The divisions between the formal and the informal are further intensified by the income inequalities and the lack of entitlements that comes with formal employment. The UN Habitat reports that urban inequality in India rose from 34 to 38 per cent (Gini Index based on consumption) in the period 1995 to 2005 (UN Habitat, 2010).

Climate Change and Disasters

Inequality and poverty makes urban Indians even more vulnerable to the risks posed by the increasing occurrence of man-made and natural disaster. A World Bank report on Cities and Climate Change (World Bank, 2010) estimated that India has the second highest population (30 million) living in Low Elevation and Coastal Zones (LECZ) that will be at risk as sea levels rise due to climate change. The highest population at risk is in China with almost 80 million people living in LECZ. It is estimated that 70 per cent of India’s population is at risk to floods and 60 percent susceptible to earthquake, making it the most disaster prone country in the world (UNDP, 2014). The risk levels are higher in urban areas owing to density and overcrowding.

Legacy of Physical Planning

Three recent and significant reports on the status and expected growth of cities in India viz. Mc Kinsey Global Institute’s India’s urban awakening 2010, HPEC Report on Indian Urban Infrastructure and Services 2011 and the Ministry of Urban Development’s National Mission on Sustainable Habitat Report (NMSH), 2010 concur on the key institutional challenges for urban planning in India. All three reports conclude that urban planning in India is plagued with fragmentation, centralization and an outdated focus on land-use planning. The fragmentation starts with the separation of the Ministries dealing with Urban Development, Housing and Poverty Alleviation. Despite the intentions of the 74th Constitutional Amendment, it is important to stress here that a ‘SMART CITY’ model for India cannot be limited to the high tech avatar being implemented in Europe and South East Asia. A ‘smart’ urban future for India would have to be technologically advanced, socially inclusive and economically diverse.

It is important to stress here that a ‘SMART CITY’ model for India cannot be limited to the high tech avatar being implemented in Europe and South East Asia. A ‘smart’ urban future for India would have to be technologically advanced, socially inclusive and economically diverse. 1992 the function of making plans has still not been decentralized to ULBs, making planning a technical exercise conducted by State planning authorities and departments. Integration of the siloed and mainly physical Master Plans with other infrastructure plans, especially transport is rudimentary. Implementing line agencies of the State have little or no input to the land use plans being made. Social development goals such as housing for the poor, health, education etc. are planned by the respective Departments, not coordinated within the Master plans. The Government’s initiatives through programmes such as the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) is a step in the right direction but still a long way to go for achieving decentralized and integrated planning by ULBs.

What kind of planner is needed for planning sustainable and prosperous cities?

As the new government envisions a ‘smart’ urban future for India, it is perhaps the right juncture in time to reflect on the challenges we start with and the capacity needed for future proofing our cities. It is important to stress here that a ‘SMART CITY’ model for India cannot be limited to the high tech avatar being implemented in Europe and South East Asia. A ‘smart’ urban future for India would have to be technologically advanced, socially inclusive and economically diverse.

Generalists vs. Specialists

But the key question is what kind of planners do we need for such a complex task and what kind of plans should be made? While the latter is an important discussion, we concentrate on the first issue in this article. Planning education in India, which has its origins in the British and American Town and Country Planning education, has always struggled with the conundrum of the Generalist versus the Specialist. After independence, when the first Town Planning Acts were enacted, the role of planners was confined to State and City level Planning Authorities for the preparation of primarily land-use plans called Master Plans, at city level, and Zonal Plans at sub city level. The planner was seen as a technocratic expert who would be trained in the preparation of these plans with an ability to understand and incorporate inputs from multisectoral actors from the implementing line agencies. We define this role as that of ‘Generalist Landuse Planner’. Until liberalization of the economy in 1991, the function of urban planning was mainly the domain of State agencies. However, retraction of public functions especially from sectors such as housing and land development after liberalization opened up the field for a wide and diverse range of actors. Private property developers, public private partnerships, international real estate players, professional consultancies, single window industrial development agencies, private service and infrastructure providers and civil society actors such as NGOs and INGOs are just some of the stakeholders in urban development – all of which employ and work with planners. While all these stakeholders influence the course of urban development, public planning agencies still make 5 – 10 year Master Plans. This form
of landuse planning has long been abandoned in most parts of the world and liberalized nations such as the UK and Netherlands have completely abandoned the practice. Instead, strategic and multisectoral plans are made that guide physical development. Physical planning is done by private landowners/developers, negotiated with ULBs on a project basis. The only city level planning that takes place is integrated landuse and infrastructure planning that determines landuse and urban structure at a very large scale.

The planner in such a multi sectoral and interdisciplinary system takes on varied roles from the ‘Strategic Planner’ to the ‘Technical Professional Planner’, ‘Project Planner’ to the ‘Urban Manager’ and the ‘Advocacy Planner’ who represents the interests of the weakest in society.

State, Market and Civil Society Planners

The 74th Constitutional Amendment Act, 1992 (CAA) aims at decentralizing the function of urban planning form the State to the lowest level of ULBs also known as the ‘third tier’. The 74th CAA only ‘recommended’ the decentralization of functions listed in the 12th Schedule of the Constitution – of which urban planning is one. As a result, the CAA has only been partially implemented by State Governments and almost no financial devolution has taken place. The JNNURM and other programs for capacity building of ULBs have been a step in the right direction, but the majority of ULBs still lack the human resources for undertaking planning on full scale. Public Private Partnerships have been explored as an option for boosting capacity of ULBs but weak revenue sources and no real financial devolution makes it unviable for market actors. As recommended by the three key reports mentioned earlier, there is an immediate need for restructuring the institutional structure for planning and bringing the responsibility of planning down to the lowest level of elected government.

According to the Census of 2011, there are 7000 certified towns, 626 districts and 6,00,000 villages. If the 73rd CAA (dealing with decentralization of functions to Village Panchayats) and the 74th CAA would be implemented in its entirety, then planners would be needed at each ULB in addition to the higher tiers of Government. At present, even State planning departments and national planning institutions suffer from the lack of qualified planning professionals. According to the Institute of Town Planners of India (ITPI), an institution that accredits professional planners in India had 2,899 Associate Members in 2013. It is estimated that the total number of planners may be about 5,000. Using the latter figure, there are only 1.32 planners per 100,000 urban dwellers. This low figure is comparable to the poorest countries in Africa such as Uganda, Mali and Tanzania (UN Habitat, 2013). Developed countries such as the United Kingdom have 37.63 planners for every 100,000 population (ibid, 2013). As is evident, there is a huge shortfall of planners in the nation at various levels of the State institutional structure.

Another key aspect for the efficient running of cities is that of implementation and monitoring of the implementation of plans. This aspect of the ‘management’ has been highlighted by the HPEC Report which calls for the training of Urban Management specialists through the setting up of four national level schools of urban management. The key role of urban managers would be to focus on the coordination and collaboration between service delivery agencies, private infrastructure providers and civil society organizations. The role of urban managers would become even more critical in the ‘Smart Cities’ envisaged with a high level of technological infrastructure to be integrated physically and institutionally in existing cities.

However, planners are not just employed in public institutions; on the contrary, the most attractive working environments have been in the private sector. With Public Private Partnerships and the active involvement of private actors in urban planning and development, especially in real estate and infrastructure, planning professionals have become invaluable to the market and public sector alike. With an ever increasing demand from the private sector, cash constrained ULBs would have a tough job competing for scarce human resources within this field. This has two implications – one in terms of the number of planners that need to be educated but more importantly the kind of planners.

There is an immediate need to see the professional role of planners beyond the traditional one of landuse and physical planning. The focus on integrated land-use and infrastructure planning, capability of working with a project based approach as opposed to the long term and large scale planning, knowledge and skills for inter organizational coordination as well as awareness of financial and management aspects of plan implementation are critical for planners, irrespective of their chosen sector of employment. An emerging area of priority for public planning and an investment opportunity for the market is that of affordable housing. As highlighted by the MGI report, this is likely to require both professional and financial resources, if the large housing gap in the country has to be addressed.

In an emerging economy with large inequalities and limited resources, the role of civil society organizations is critical. The ‘third sector’ as it is called, fills a gap in the delivery of services to those outside of the formal networks of governance as well as a representative of the interests of the marginalized in these formal networks. The Right to Information Act and the Public Interest Litigations are two instruments that have been used extensively by Civil Society organizations for the protection of interests of specific groups as well as the demand for transparency from the State. Planners working in such organizations function as ‘advocacy planners’ – taking moral and value based positions in society and upholding the rights and interests of those that are marginalized/disenfranchised by the formal institutions. However, given the scale of informality and inequality in our cities, inclusive planning with an active involvement of both the market and civil society will be essential for a sustainable and ‘smart’ urban future.
Status of Planning Education in India

Town Planning Education in India started in mid 1950s. This was Master’s or equivalent mainly for architects, engineers and later for Post Graduates in Geography, Economics and Sociology. Bachelor of Planning (B. Plan) course was initiated about 25 years ago. At present, 18 institutions offer Master of Planning and another eight institutions offer B. Plan courses - 200 B Plan seats and 500 seats for Master of Planning are available at these 18 institutions. Specialization are offered in Master of Planning levels such as urban and regional, transport, housing, infrastructure and environmental planning. At present, India has 5,000 planners and it needs 1,60,000 planners by 2031 (Committee of Experts in Town Planning and Architecture for Policy on Education, Chaired by Mr. E.F.N. Riberio, 2011). Thus on an average, India needs 8,000 planners every year over next 20 years.

The Institute of Town Planners of India has prepared model curriculums for Bachelor and Masters level degree programs in Planning. The Bachelor of Planning is a four year program that covers an impressive range of 40 interdisciplinary subjects that are intended to educate planners that can function in diverse environments. Yet the practical component of the program is still geared towards mainly physical planning, training students to prepare landuse plans at various geographical scales – Site Plans, Zonal Plans, Master Plans etc. The specialized Masters/MTech curriculum takes graduates from various disciplines and offers a two year specialization in a chosen field of Planning.

Another aspect worth highlighting is the theory – skill balance in the programs. Although both the Bachelor and Master programs are designed with a Problem Based Learning approach and learning by working with real life projects as the Studio exercises, the core teaching is mainly oriented towards theoretical knowledge of a wide range of subjects. There is a need to reexamine the skill dimension of planning education, especially with the large anticipated demand of public planners that will be dealing with practical planning tasks within ULBs.

It can also be questioned if University level education in planning is the only way of increasing the human resources in the profession. Vocational education and continuing education programs for professionals already working in planning institutions could be a more resource efficient manner to increase capacity. In Norway for example, planning education is offered both at university level but also in what are called ‘tertiary vocational schools’ which are the equivalent of the technical polytechnics in India.

Way Forward

In conclusion, we identify the following key ideas that should guide planning education in India:

At present India has 5,000 planners and it needs 1,60,000 planners by 2031 (Committee of Experts in Town Planning and Architecture for Policy on Education, Chaired by Mr. E.F.N. Riberio, 2011). Thus on an average, India needs 8,000 planners every year over next 20 years.

1. More urban planners – The volume of planners being produced in our education institutions have to be increased to keep up with the demand. These educational institutions may be public or private but a strict quality control of education is necessary.

2. Planners for the State, Market and Civil Society – There is need for recognition of the three sectors and the variation in roles planners are employed in. Planning education needs to be diversified accordingly.

3. Educate planners at all levels of ULBs – Decentralization of the functions of planning according to the 74th CAA is inevitable and planning education will have to respond with training planners for a varied level of skills required within the three tier system envisaged.

4. Balance Generalist and Specialist planners – Planning education and curriculums would have to reevaluate the mix of knowledge being imparted to train both Generalist and Specialist planners. The critical discussion of the theoretical versus skill based training is also necessary in this regard.

5. More urban managers – With the importance of infrastructure and the multiplicity of actors involved in urban development, the management aspect of planning is essential for efficient and effective urban governance. Specialized urban managers need to be educated to take on these roles.

6. Expand the scope of planners from physical to integrated planning – Landuse, infrastructure, environmental sustainability, social inclusion, risk reduction, economic productivity and financial diversity are only some of the aspects that need to be integrated for realistic and future proof urban planning. Planning education should take the lead in modifying practice in the profession, thereby facilitating long term institutional change.

The profession of planning is entrusted with upholding the ‘common good’ of society. While the academic community debates extensively on what this common good entails in these post liberal times, the value laden and moral responsibility of planning is undeniable. In the coming years, planning education in India has the responsibility to train professionals that carry with them the ethos of the common good and can enable the realization of a ‘smart’ urban future for all rather that ‘smart cities’ for the few.
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The world’s tallest bridge is coming up in Noney in the north eastern state of Manipur. The 141 meter tall bridge will be built by the NF Railway Construction Organisation. This bridge will be higher than the presently tallest bridge Mala-Rijeka viaduct on Belgrade-Bar railway line in Europe at 139 metres. This proposed bridge in Manipur is part of the 111 Km long Jiribam–Tupul–Imphal railway line linking the capital of Manipur with the Broad Gauge network of the country. This railway line will pass through steep rolling hills of Patkai region and eastern trail of the Himalayas. Jiribam, a small town of Manipur near Assam–Manipur border, is situated at 37m above the Mean Sea Level and the capital city Imphal is situated at 780m above MSL. The bridge will also pass through the deep gorges and over many rivers flowing at low ground levels. For this, 46 tunnels measuring a total of 54.5 Km in length and tall bridges are to be constructed to maintain a suitable gradient for efficient operation of railway. The length of the longest tunnel will be 4.9 Km between Jiribam–Tupul and 10.75 Km between Tupul–Imphal section. The high mountains are to be joined by constructing tunnels and the deep river gorges between the mountain ridges will be connected by tall bridges. The bridge near Noney, about 700metre long will be the tallest traversing though the gorge. The first phase of this project starting from Jiribam to Tupul (covering a distance of 84 Kms including this bridge) will be completed by March 2016.

The Ministry of Rural Development will be installing a File Tracking System in all states to track files which hold requests for various proposals. Under the new system, a node and a password would be given to all the rural development secretaries who would be able to log into the FTS and see the status of their files. A state can see only its own request and not that of any other state. A number of welfare schemes like NREGA and National Rural Livelihood Mission involve heavy funding with a large number of beneficiaries, which have to be cleared by the Rural Development Ministry. The procedural delays often result in problems for the state governments and the beneficiaries. This facility is expected to solve the problem of procedural delays, especially with relation to such schemes.
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Continuity amidst Change: Learning from Rajiv Awas Yojana

MOMENTS OF change are opportunities for reflection. As a new government takes power at the centre, the fate of an erstwhile regime’s policies remains in limbo as one watches what will stand and what will fall by the wayside. The focus of this essay is to use this moment of transition to assess one such policy: the Rajiv AwasYojana (RAY). In it, I ask: what lessons does RAY leave behind for the new government’s mission of “Housing for All by 2020”? 

RAY was the flagship programme of the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation and alongside the Basic Services to the Urban Poor (BSUP) function of the JNNURM, represented the major thrust of the earlier government’s approach to universalizing access to adequate and decent housing in our cities. In its ethos, RAY was bold. It sought “slum-free” cities and gave us the closest articulation we have to a right to shelter. It included notified and non-notified slums and all residents within each. In other words, all settlements in the city and all residents within them. It began with acknowledging the right of all, whether income poor or not, to come to and be in the city as well as have shelter within it. Finally, it acknowledged the failure of the state in keeping its own commitments to housing income poor residents as well as not enabling the market to reach them.

In this, RAY was a welcome articulation of the right to the city. It set aside the “cut-off date” that required urban residents to provide formal proof of years of residence before they would be eligible for rights, services and entitlements. Any program that seeks to build inclusive cities must begin from this premise – all citizens have a right to migrate to and work and live in our cities, be they income poor or not. The job of the state is to ensure – whether through direct provision or indirect regulation – not just their right to do so, but the possibility of doing it with the dignity of basic social and physical infrastructure. This commitment is not just one to what is called “poverty alleviation” but is in fact a sound investment in improving the overall economic and social fabric of our cities, laying strong foundations for inclusive and more equitable growth and allowing the possibility of a generation to meaningfully move out of poverty.

How did RAY intend to achieve this goal? An ambitious technological project of city-wide mapping and information collection was to meet an agreement on a property rights regime, a focus on in-situ upgrading rather than resettlement and deepened community participation. The central government would fund between 50 and 80 per cent of project costs.

RAY has by no means been a “success” yet learning from what worked as well as what didn’t is a key debate that must be had in a wide range of circles in order to move forward with the benefits of reflection and hindsight.
and land values simply ensures that the newly commodified land will allow the market to take its course. Bulldozers are no longer required. This is not necessarily a bad thing for poor households – they have an asset they can sell. The difficulty is that given the skewed land market with very high costs of entry for access to legal housing, what households get is rarely enough to re-enter the housing market elsewhere. So, once sold, households often re-enter the illegal housing market elsewhere. The end result of a programme on inclusionary housing is the creating of new housing stock that once again excludes the income poor.

What else could be done? One way to think about this is to broaden our notion of “property rights.” If our focus shifts to security of tenure, then individual property rights as titles become just one of the ways we can reach there and even these have to be qualified. So what could be the others? Even within titles, there are different configurations possible. Individual property titles could come with restrictions of sale – blocking them for a period of time, allowing sale only to other families of similar income levels. These could be attached to a critical protection that keeps low-income housing truly affordable: enforced restrictions on buying multiple units, combining them, or modifying them to make them more appealing to richer buyers. Other ways to think about property rights could be on co-operative or communal titling options, typically thought of in terms of long-term leaseholds, which reduce the pressure from developers on individual families to sell. Collective titles also offer better enforcement and monitoring mechanisms, especially to prevent the combination of multiple units. Venezuela’s Favela Barrio program is a successful example of community titling as a form of upgrading that doesn’t displace the poor as is Thailand’s Baan Mankong programme – both large scale initiatives that have reduced housing poverty in their countries to large extents. Table 1 shows that in Baan Mankong, a majority of property rights are given communally (for more on the programme, see Boonyabancha, 2005).

Finally, there is one of the least explored possibilities of creating a legal housing stock at the bottom of the market-Rentals. Rentals were allowed as part of RAY only in the last year and remain unexplored as possible, dynamic and market-facing solutions for income poor urban residents. Moving forward, as the MHUPA committee on rental housing has also suggested (Government of India, 2013), rental housing must play a much stronger role in affordable housing policies.

Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status of Land Tenure</th>
<th>Households</th>
<th>per cent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Titling</td>
<td>32153</td>
<td>34.78 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Lease</td>
<td>40292</td>
<td>43.58 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term Lease (&lt;5 yrs)</td>
<td>7594</td>
<td>8.21 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permission to Use Land</td>
<td>12419</td>
<td>13.43 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>92458</td>
<td>100.00 per cent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Community Organisations Development Institute (CODI). See http://www.codi.or.th/housing/results.html.
If you Build it, will They Come?

Under RAY, nodal agencies can approach a settlement three ways: in-situ upgradation, in-situ redevelopment, and resettlement. Table 2 summarizes these three developmental pathways.

Now let us diagnose from the symptoms we see. Within nodal agencies tasked with implementing BSUP and RAY schemes across states, a common refrain can be heard: occupancy rates for built housing are as low as 20 per cent in many projects. The issue at hand is this: households who get houses in peripheral resettlement sites either do not take or do not occupy allocated housing units even if they are pucca units with decent infrastructure that represent significant improvements to their housing stock.

Often this is seen as “ ingratitude” on behalf of these households. This is an incorrect diagnosis of the symptom. Refusing occupancy is a rational decision for these households because of a key fact: urban residents choose housing location and its resulting trade-offs on quality largely on the basis of employment, not the quality of the built unit. Peripheral resettlement colonies may represent improved housing stock but they make it impossible to sustain livelihoods at low incomes, access mobility or retain social networks that are key to surviving in cities (Menon-Sen & Bhan, 2008).

RAY, like many other policies, insists that in-situ upgradation should be the first priority, followed by in-situ redevelopment. Relocation should act as only a last resort. However, in practice in the larger cities, most RAY and BSUP, projects have been ones of relocation. So how does one enforce a priority for in-situ upgradation? It is here that RAY and BSUP faced a significant challenge. The absence of mechanisms through which to extend tenure in-situ has led to a key failure of the policy – to allow income poor residents to remain near sites of transport and employment. Upgradation was suggested but there are no monitoring mechanisms or disincentives structures that would make nodal agencies explain why they chose resettlement over redevelopment and upgradation. This is a key loophole in the policy that future frameworks must correct.

A more transparent metric that would help decide which developmental pathway to choose for which settlement will have to take on two clear shortcomings in the current policy frame. The first is to be much clearer about the category of “tenable” and “un-tenable” settlements. Tenability has been used by many to deny in-situ upgradation and opt for resettlement. While there is no doubt that a certain percentage of settlements are indeed untenable, anecdotal evidence suggests that the category of tenability and its imprecise measures have allowed it to be used as a means to avoid in-situ upgradation in valuable central city locations. Let us take an example. If a settlement is near an open drain that puts it in danger of flooding, a set of questions arises. One, how has the settlement coped with flooding before that has allowed them to remain? Two, can the risk and consequences of flooding be mitigated by, for example, the construction of a simple embankment? Three, how do we measure the cost-benefit matrix of bearing this risk versus the risk of losing employment in a “safer” but more distant location?

The second change necessary is to take seriously changes in planning and law and rules, and procedures that will enable both land-owning agencies as well as nodal agencies to be able to ensure that in-situ upgradation is connected to secure tenure. Currently, the RAY is incomplete precisely because it does not take into account the institutional networks that need to come into play together to ensure upgradation – nodal agencies alone are necessary but not sufficient actors. This reflects a larger bias in the formulation of most housing policies – a focus on the built housing unit rather than its legal, economic, social functions and aspects.

Finally, piloting a renewed emphasis on in-situ upgradation should begin where it is already occurring and more feasible: in small and medium urban centers. One of the key failings in RAY is that it continues to focus on and be judged by its performance in metropolitan cities. Here, aggressive and multiple stakeholders meet very dynamic land markets that make several policy maneuvers difficult. Yet small and medium size cities have the possibilities of much greater flexibility in experimenting with design, in undertaking in-situ development, in planning mobility and access better even when there is resettlement. One small metric shows that this is already happening. Let us take the example of Gulbarga in Karnataka. Under RAY and BSUP, a total of 37 settlements have been identified. Of these, 11 are being upgraded, 19 redeveloped in-situ and only 7 relocated. Yolking the challenges of working in megacities together with the very different contexts.

Table 2: Development Pathways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UPGRADE</td>
<td>All development happens on site with relatively minor redesign or reblocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDEVE</td>
<td>Currently existing housing stock is destroyed and re-built on the same site as new units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESETT</td>
<td>Currently existing housing stock is demolished, and eligible households are allocated plots in a new site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of small and medium-size urban centres maybe a mistake for several reasons. Is a new policy paradigm a ripe moment to develop a free-standing housing policy for small and medium size urban centres that can be combined with much stronger linkages with land development and medium-term planning?

**Why do Communities still Follow, Not Lead?**

Implicit in the critiques above and partly a causal factor in the problems they address, is the very limited role that communities continue to play in the implementation of housing policy. Housing policy has seen a growing acknowledgment of the role of communities in tackling housing shortage. This acknowledgment comes from very different points of origin – a recognition of rights and vulnerabilities on one end and a fear of blockaded and stalled projects on another. Regardless, for our concern in this essay, housing policy now explicitly acknowledges and includes community participation in guidelines, requirements, toolkits, modules and workshops at several stages in any significant housing policy. A wealth of literature has recently shown how participation is often thinly veiled “co-option” (Coelho, Kamath, & Vijayabaskar, 2013) and there is strong reason to be suspicious. Yet, the existence of institutionalized structures always offers the possibility of a reclaiming of more effective participation – at times to move projects forward or even, at times, to at least be able to stall those with significant exclusionary consequences.

In this section, I suggest just one of many possible ways to re-imagine community participation: allowing community-led Detailed Project Reports (DPRs). DPRs are the foundation of approved projects under most housing policies, including JNNURM and RAY. Whether specific policies like RAY remain or transform across governments, the DPR is likely to remain the basic unit of function and implementation for housing policy for some time to come. The DPR is particularly suited as a site for instantiations of community agency for two key reasons. First, the DPR is scaled appropriately for intensive community involvement. It is made for a particular “slum,” for a set of proximate, interconnected settlements, or for a single resettlement site. Second, it involves a decision on the development pathway which, determines the approach to be taken in intervening into a settlement. Therefore, it holds within it the most crucial decision that affects a community’s fate.

Much is often made by practitioners, consultants and public officials about the technical complexities of DPRs and how communities will be unable to produce them so they meet the lengthy specifications of chapters, inputs, surveys, writing, and production. This objection is often dismissed by many large, federated community organizations. How does one read this debate on “capacity”? It is undeniable that there are cities and settlements in which community agency is (as yet) not possible, yet there are also undeniably many where such associations are amply evident.

Two possibilities are immediately available for increasing community agency and involvement in the preparation of DPRs. The first is to broaden the notion of the “consultant” usually hired by state nodal agencies to prepare DPRs. Even if communities want to bid for open tenders to prepare DPRs, few will have the institutional legibility to be able to qualify, let alone succeed, in such bids. Community actors bidding for DPR preparation must be given a separate set of eligibility criteria. Second, such actors must then be given a set of supports through the building, for example, of a coalition or through directed technical and academic expertise.

The second possibility is to require all consultants preparing DPRs to do so in partnership with a representative federation of community residents and associations. This will, no doubt, require a different form of investment in both time and resources by both the consultant and the community but it represents an institutional process necessary for effective community involvement and, could, as argued earlier, overall represent significant gains for both time and cost savings as well as the sustainability and effectiveness of the project itself. It is important to recognize that this is participation in the preparation of a project – not a consultation on an already prepared idea that is the norm.

**Conclusion**

Given the limitations of space, this essay has sought to highlight three of many key lessons that RAY has to offer new housing policies. Yet a history of discontinuity in policy interventions has been one of the key reasons for our failures in addressing housing exclusions. RAY has by no means been a “success” yet learning from what worked as well as what didn’t is a key debate that must be had in a wide range of circles in order to move forward with the benefits of reflection and hindsight.
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goportal for Participatory Governance

A new initiative towards participatory governance has been launched recently. Compiled by the National Informatics Center, the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY), has been piloted onto various groups like the Credit Mantri, SDM, and Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, and others with the hope of involving the citizens in the decision-making process. The initiative will be launched in the entire country and will be implemented across various levels of the government. The portal is designed to enable citizens to voice their grievances, suggestions, and concerns in a structured manner. The portal will provide a platform for citizens to interact with the government and lawmakers, facilitating a more responsive and accountable governance system.

Protection of Cows

A national mission to enhance productivity and conservation of indigenous cow breeds was announced recently. The National Dairy Mission, launched with an allocated Rs. 1050 crore, aims to conserve 37 indigenous cattle breeds, including the Lohi, Karan, and Marwari. The mission will focus on improving the productivity, health, and well-being of the cows. It will also promote the cultivation of high-quality cow feed and provide training to cow farmers. Additionally, the mission will encourage the use of indigenous breeds for milk and meat production, with a focus on sustainable and environment-friendly practices. The mission aims to create a sustainable and self-reliant Indian dairy sector, contributing to the country's food security and economic development.

North East Diary

Centre Allocates Fund for Roads in North-East

The Centre has announced a fund of Rs. 129.28 crore for constructing roads in the north-eastern states under the Non-Locality Central Pool of Resources (NCPR) for funding the infrastructure development in the north-eastern region. A scheme named Financing Infrastructure Development (FIND) has been launched, and the funds will be used for infrastructure projects in the North-Eastern States. The scheme will focus on improving connectivity and connectivity infrastructure in the region. The funds will be utilized for constructing roads, bridges, and other infrastructure projects in the north-eastern states. The scheme will be implemented in the North-Eastern States to provide better connectivity and accessibility to the region.

North East to Get Priority

The Centre will give special status to the north-eastern states under the Non-Locality Central Pool of Resources (NCPR) for funding the infrastructure development in the north-eastern region. A scheme named Financing Infrastructure Development (FIND) has been launched, and the funds will be used for infrastructure projects in the North-Eastern States. The scheme will focus on improving connectivity and connectivity infrastructure in the region. The funds will be utilized for constructing roads, bridges, and other infrastructure projects in the north-eastern states. The scheme will be implemented in the North-Eastern States to provide better connectivity and accessibility to the region.